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Abstract

Online web services have grown dramatically in size and diversity in the last years, becoming essential components of our daily life and allowing us to conduct elementary tasks like working, getting informed, or keeping in contact with relatives and friends.

However, all the changes and evolution experimented on by the online web services had not have been possible without implementing a profitable economic model that sustains it. Despite a suitable percentage of these services being fee-based, they represent a lucrative business that generates billions of dollars, allowing the creation of some of the biggest companies in the world in terms of market capitalization, like Alphabet Inc. or Meta Inc. (Previously known as Facebook Inc.). Being costless and lucrative is possible due to an advertising-based monetization model, which consists of delivering ads to the users in exchange for their services (e.g., Facebook or YouTube). Although online advertising dates back to the middle of the 90s, its popularity has experienced an increase among brands and advertising agencies in the last decade, mainly due to its capacity to reach precise audiences at a low cost.

Converting online web services into advertising walls is a double-edged sword for the users. The capacity offered by online advertising to segment their audiences requires a massive collection of personal data from the users, including their web browsing histories or even more invasive data such as age, gender, or location to infer the online profile of the users. This data collection is possible due to implementing a complex tracking ecosystem by online advertising companies from which multiple stakeholders collect, process, and exchange information. The many privacy cases of abuse inflicted by this industry motivated the implementation of new regulatory efforts to protect consumers’ privacy in the last years. Some notable examples are the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [1] in the European Union or the California Consumer Privacy Act Regulations (CCPA) [2] in California, USA. Further, these privacy regulations typically contain specific provisions and strict requirements for websites that provide sensitive material to end users, including sexual, religious, and health services.

Implementing new regulatory frameworks, alongside the growth of online web services, forces an endless evolution of current techniques to study and audit online web services. Furthermore, there is a need to emphasize the online advertising ecosystem, as it represents the primary economic support of a high percentage of web services. Also, the activities and abuses conducted by this ecosystem drove the implementation of current privacy regulations to control the use and collection of personal data.

This dissertation falls within the topics of Internet measurements, tackling the need for new measurement techniques and methodological approaches to audit and study online web services. These efforts want to increase the limited
knowledge about web subsystems offering sensitive material, including their regulatory compliance regarding current privacy regulations. Also, this dissertation tackles the need to study and measure how big ad tech companies create and use the online profiles of their users to distribute tailored ads. Furthermore, the work presented in this dissertation raises the need for a more in-depth understanding of fundamental tools for conducting Internet measurement works, including their limitations and suitability for academic research. Specifically, this dissertation presents three main contributions:

The first one corresponds with implementing a novel methodology to audit sensitive web services’ privacy, transparency, and regulatory compliance. We validate our method by looking at pornographic websites concerning the GDPR in the European Union. We focus our analysis on such types of websites for two main reasons: (i) the GDPR establishes specific provisions and strict requirements on sensitive websites, including pornographic ones. (ii) big ad tech companies set strict constraints for porn-related publishers. As a result, it opened new market opportunities for other actors who have specialized in advertising and tracking technologies for adult sites, creating a semi-decoupled ecosystem from the rest of the web. We perform a holistic analysis of over 6,843 pornographic websites, finding a prevalent absence of regulatory compliance and very extended use of tracking techniques, including advanced ones such as fingerprinting. These results stress the importance of studying the World Wide Web subsets that have not been scrutinized by regulators, policymakers, and the research community in depth.

Second, we empirically and comprehensively analyze 13 domain classification services to study their labeling strategy and performance. These services have multiple applications, from business applications such as online advertising to academic research works to conduct category-dependent measurements or to identify the purpose of a website or online service. We study each domain classification service’s methodologies, scalability limitations, label constellations, and suitability for academic research studies. In some cases, their findings depend on the results provided by the domain classification services. We find that the limitations and shortcomings of each domain classification service heavily affect their suitability and applicability, both for practical solutions and academic studies.

In the third and last contribution, we implement a novel methodology with real users to study the performance and quality of the profiling and ad targeting algorithms from the two most important stakeholders in the online advertising business, Google and Meta (previously Facebook). We find that half of the categories associated with the profiles are incorrectly assigned. We also observe the presence of sensitive categories in Facebook users, posing a privacy risk and potential regulatory noncompliance.

In summary, this dissertation brings new methodologies and results to increase our limited knowledge about the web.
The content of this dissertation has been published in the following conferences and journals:
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Part I

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Online web services have appeared, evolved, and grown in size, diversity, and complexity in the last decades, becoming essential parts of our lives. Nowadays, we rely on them to interact with our friends and relatives, do our jobs, make purchases, or stay informed in real-time about relevant events that occur locally and globally. This process has become even more evident since the COVID-19 pandemic, when millions of citizens have depended on them to perform basic actions.

However, all the changes and evolution experimented by the online web services had not have been possible without implementing a profitable economic model that sustains it. Despite a suitable percentage of these services being fee-based, they represent a lucrative business that generates billions of dollars. The profits generated by these companies made them some of the biggest companies in the world in terms of market capitalization, like Alphabet Inc. or Meta Inc. (Previously known as Facebook Inc.). Furthermore, free access is possible due to implementing an advertising-based monetization model, allowing their economic viability. Online web services offer spaces in their platforms to advertisers, who buy them to place their ads. Users receive such ads when they visit and interact with the websites.

The capacity of online advertising to deliver personalized ads (segmenting the audiences) and their low cost compared to traditional mainstream advertising channels, including TV, newspapers, billboards, or radio, has raised its popularity among brands and advertising agencies. Consequently, the companies that are part of the online advertising ecosystem have experimented a continuous revenue growth since its creation. According to the Internet Advertising Bureau (IAB), these companies have reached annual gains of over 15% [4].

The online advertising ecosystem has built a business model based on the collection and process of personal data, leading to many privacy cases of abuse that, together with scandals like Cambridge Analytica, have motivated new regulatory efforts to protect consumers’ privacy. These new regulations want to give the users control of their data, imposing very clear directives on how the personal data should be stored, processed, collected (under informed consent from users), processed, and under which circumstances. Some of the most advanced efforts to protect the privacy of the users are the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in the European Union or the California Consumer Privacy Act Regulations (CCPA) in California, USA. Further, these new regulatory frameworks impose additional requirements and restrictions on websites that provide sensitive material to end users, like sexual, religious, and health-related services.

The new regulatory frameworks, alongside the growth of online web services, force an endless evolution of current techniques to study and audit online
web services. Furthermore, there is a need to emphasize the online advertising ecosystem, as it represents the primary economic support of a high percentage of web services. Also, the activities and abuses conducted by this ecosystem drove the implementation of current privacy regulations to control the use and collection of personal data.

This dissertation falls within the topics of Internet measurements, tackling the need for new measurement techniques and methodological approaches to audit and study online web services. These efforts try to increase the limited knowledge about opaque web subsystems and how big ad tech companies create and use the online profiles of their users to distribute tailored ads. Furthermore, the work presented in this dissertation raises the need for a more in-depth understanding of fundamental tools for conducting Internet measurement works, including their limitations and suitability for academic research.

Precisely, this dissertation analyzes three aspects of the web. Firsts, we implement a methodology to study sensitive websites, including their potential lack of regulatory compliance. Then, we put into practice our approach by analyzing the pornographic web ecosystem, opening the debate on the need to study and identify web privacy problems from a macroscopic perspective, as the web contains semi-decoupled and highly sensitive subsystems. Second, we look deeply at the suitability and adequacy of domain classification services commonly used by the research community to conduct domain-dependent research studies, including those studying sensitive websites. Finally, we implement a novel methodology to audit the quality and performance of the profiles that Meta (Facebook) and Google create about the users and their ad targeting algorithms. This study also includes an analysis of the transparency tools these two companies offer to the users concerning the process of distributing tailored ads.

1.1 CONTRIBUTIONS

This dissertation provides novel methodologies and tools to audit and analyze web services and the suitability of fundamental tools for conducting Internet measurement works. This dissertation provides three main contributions:

1. **Privacy Analysis of the Web Porn Ecosystem.** Current privacy regulations, including the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [1] in the European Union, aim to control user-tracking activities in websites and mobile applications. These privacy rules typically contain specific provisions and strict requirements for websites that provide sensitive material to end users, such as sexual, religious, and health services. However, little is known about users’ privacy risks when visiting such websites and their regulatory compliance. Previous research works have analyzed and studied these aspects of the web as a monolithic ecosystem without considering the presence of web subsystems and their particular requirements. We present the first comprehensive and large-scale analysis of pornographic websites. We provide an exhaustive behavioral analysis of the use of tracking methods by 6,843 pornographic websites and a study of their lack of...
regulatory compliance, including the absence of age-verification mechanisms to prevent minors' access to porn websites and methods to obtain informed user consent. The results indicate that, as in the regular web, tracking is prevalent across pornographic sites: 72% of the websites use third-party cookies and 5% leverage advanced user fingerprinting technologies. Yet, our analysis reveals a third-party tracking ecosystem semi-decoupled from the regular web in which various analytics and advertising services track users across and outside pornographic websites. Finally, we complete the study with a regulatory compliance analysis in the context of the EU GDPR and the newer legal requirements to implement verifiable access control mechanisms. We find that only 16% of the analyzed websites have an accessible privacy policy, and only 4% provide a cookie consent banner. The use of verifiable access control mechanisms is limited to prominent pornographic websites.

2. An Analysis of Domain Classification Services. Domain classification services have applications in multiple areas, including cybersecurity, content blocking, and targeted advertising. Yet, these services are often a black box in terms of their methodology for classifying domains, making it difficult to assess their strengths, aptness for specific applications, and limitations. In Chapter 4, we perform a large-scale analysis of 13 popular domain classification services on more than 4.4 million hostnames. We empirically explore their methodologies, scalability limitations, label constellations, and their suitability for academic research, as well as other practical applications such as content filtering. We find that the coverage, defined as the number of websites for which they provide a meaningful label, varies enormously across providers, ranging from over 90% to below 1%. In addition, we find that all the services deviate from their documented taxonomy, hampering sound usage for research. Further, labels are highly inconsistent across providers, which show little agreement over domains, making it difficult to compare or combine these services. We also show how the dynamics of crowd-sourced efforts may be obstructed by scalability and coverage aspects and personal disagreements among human labelers. Finally, through case studies, we showcase that most services are not fit for detecting specialized content for research or content-blocking purposes. This analysis wants to bring the attention to the research community about the risk of using domain classification. Researchers should be aware of the different characteristics and deficiencies of the domain classification services to prevent the negative impact they could have on the research results and conclusions.

3. Auditing Profiling and Ad Targeting Algorithms. The main advantage of digital marketing over traditional advertising mechanisms is its capacity to distribute personalized ads, which rely on the information companies infer from the user’s online behavior. Despite the importance of such profiles for advertisers and users, very little is known about their accuracy and the subsequent impact on ad targeting algorithms' performance.
Chapter 5, we present an analysis of the accuracy of profiling and ad targeting algorithms from Google and Facebook, the two most relevant stakeholders in the online advertising business. We implemented a browser add-on extension that collects the user’s profile on Google and Facebook and the ads received from them on general websites and Facebook social networks. In addition, the add-on allows users to rank the accuracy of each of their profile attributes. This add-on has been installed by 62 users from whom we have collected 4,311 unique profile attributes, 2,409 attribute scores through 6,400 responses in the survey, and 193,842 ads. The analysis of the collected data suggests that both Google and Facebook’s profiling algorithms offer a rather low accuracy, which could seriously impact the performance of targeted ad campaigns.

1.2 DISSERTATION OUTLINE

The contributions of this dissertation, described in the above section, are structured in the document as follows.

Chapter 2 presents the principal concepts needed to understand the dissertation and its motivation. It starts with a brief description of the main tracking techniques on the web, the main aspects of new regulatory frameworks, and how they affect the operation of online services. We conclude the chapter by explaining the concept of online behavioral advertising and the components needed to operate.

The dissertation continues with Chapter 3 which includes an exhaustive behavioral analysis of pornographic websites, analyzing the presence of tracking methods and their lack of regulatory compliance, including the presence of cookie consent forms and age-verification mechanisms to avoid access to minors.

Chapter 4 presents a large-scale analysis of some of the most popular and most used domain classification services. We mainly explore their methodologies, scalability limitations, suitability for academic research, and other practical applications such as content filtering.

Chapter 5 presents a novel methodology to quantify the performance and accuracy of the user profiles generated in the online ad ecosystem and their impact on the ad targeting algorithms. These algorithms decide the ads that each user receives. The analysis focuses on Facebook and Google, two of the most relevant actors in the online advertising industry. Chapter 6 reviews the primary ethical considerations taken on this dissertation to ensure that it follows the ethical standards needed to conduct this dissertation.

Finally, the dissertation concludes with Chapter 7 briefing up the main findings and the conclusions obtained and presenting the future research lines of this dissertation in Chapter 8.
In this chapter, we introduce the main concepts required to understand this dissertation and the current state-of-the-art around the topics and areas of knowledge of this dissertation. We start with web tracking and the main mechanisms implemented to track users on the web. We continue introducing the new data protection laws, focusing on the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [1], which aims to increase privacy protection for all European Union citizens. We conclude by introducing Online Behavioural Advertising (OBA), which consists of a practice that consists of delivering ads to final users based on inferred users’ interests.

2.1 WEB TRACKING

Web tracking consists of the techniques used to collect personal data from users when interacting with websites, including behavioral ones. The main objective of web tracking is to obtain valuable information about how users behave on the web, infer preferences, and create an online profile.

We distinguish two different types of tracking, depending on who does the tracking and where it happens. On the one hand, we define first-party tracking services when the hosting provider collects the data. Usually, the main goal behind the data collection is to understand the users’ preferences, place the most relevant content in an outstanding place on the platform, or study how they interact. On the other hand, we define third-party tracking services as those embedded on websites that are not operated or controlled by the website owner. The main goal of third-party services is to provide external functionalities, including collecting insightful data from the users to create accurate online profiles to distribute tailored ads or sell them (e.g., data brokers).

There are multiple tracking methods, each with its characteristics, limitations, and advantages. The following section describes the most popular and studied web tracking methods.

2.1.1 HTTP Cookies

HTTP Cookies, known as Cookies, are pieces of information defined as the tuple name = value, as the IETF establishes on its RFC6265 standard [6] and stored in the user browser. Cookies have multiple applications related to maintaining the session’s state, like remembering the log-in, the shopping cart on an e-commerce site, or even preventing fraudulent activities. However, they can be used to track users and identify which websites they visit or how they interact within the website, like clicking on certain links or buttons. They are among the
most widely used tracking methods on the web and a deeply studied tracking method by the research community [7, 8, 9, 10].

**Cookies Syncronization.** The implementation of Same-Origin Policy (SOP) [11] on modern browsers limits the interaction between two different services with different origins on a website for security reasons. This policy establishes that the resources loaded in the browser by one origin can not access (or interact with) the resources of another origin. In addition, SOP avoids that different third-party services can share cookie IDs, so they can not merge the information they have from the same user, even when they are partners. Third-party services use a technique called Cookies Synchronization (CSync) to circumvent this security mechanism, allowing them to know the different cookie IDs assigned by different third-party services belonging to the same user. CSync allows third-party services to track users and identify which website they visit, even when they are not present on the website. For example, if just a single third-party service installs a cookie, it could inform its partners by sending them the Cookie which identifies the user. Once they receive it, they only need to check on their database which user matches the cookie ID the partner sends to them. Similarly to tracking based on Cookies, several research efforts have studied this method deeply [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17].

**Evercookies.** Evercookies follow a similar approach as cookies. However, there are fundamental differences between them. While cookies are easy to remove, and new modern browsers have started to include restrictions on installing third-party cookies, evercookies rely on multiple storage systems to identify users even when the users explicitly delete and deny the use of cookies [18]. These storage systems include the LocalStorage, Session Storage, IndexedDB, or inserting information into the HTTP Header allowing trackers to spawn or recreate removed cookies. After Soltani et al. [19] observed this method for the first time in 2009, more research works looked at the use of evercookies in the wild [13, 20, 19, 21, 7].

2.1.2  **Fingerprinting**

Trackers have also implemented more sophisticated and advanced techniques which allow the creation of a unique user identifier by accessing and processing several user characteristics through the execution of code in the browser. Fingerprinting techniques are distinguished from other conventional web tracking methods, like Cookies, in that they are stateless, as they collect data related to the device’s characteristics. Also, they are harder to detect and prevent their execution. Furthermore, fingerprinting techniques are not homogeneous, and each exploits a specific feature that modern browsers provide. In the following, we will describe the most popular web fingerprinting techniques studied in the literature.
Canvas Fingerprinting. This technique, discovered by Mowery et al. [22], and initially studied in 2014 by Gunes Acar et al. [13], exploits the Canvas API [23] of modern browsers. This API allows drawing graphics, photos, or even animations on the browser using JavaScript. The technique consists of creating specific images in the background with a determined height, width, fonts, and background colors, among other characteristics. Then, the script responsible for creating the image transforms it to a Hexadecimal hash value that identifies the device. However, the hash value can be different despite the same script creating the same image for all the users due to the differences in how each device renders the image. The Operative System, the GPU, the graphics drivers, and the browser impact the value generated. While this technique does not identify individual users, it can conduct a unique id combined with other information. Several research works have studied the use of Canvas Fingerprinting in the wild [24, 25, 26, 27].

Other Fingerprinting Techniques. Fingerprinting techniques have evolved. Recent research works have explored other browser and device features to generate unique identifiers of the user. In this group, we can find works analyzing and exploiting vulnerabilities on the add-on extensions [28] or just the presence on the browser [20]. AudioContext is a fingerprinting technique discovered by Englehardt et al. [24] that relies on audio signals. This method relies on the Web Audio API [29], which provides the capacity to create audio signals. The method generates such signals and processes them to generate a user id. Similarly to Canvas Fingerprinting, each device has its characteristics that affect the audio signals, which can then be used to determine the user’s device.

2.2 GDPR and Regulatory Frameworks

The many privacy cases of abuse inflicted by the online industry in the latest decades have motivated regulatory and legislative efforts to protect consumers’ privacy and digital rights. New comprehensive data protection laws such as the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) – which became effective on May 25th, 2018 [1] – aim to bring transparency to web services and empower users with control over their identity on the web and beyond. In the case of online services, this objective is achieved by forcing companies with a digital presence to obtain explicit consent from any European visitor before collecting, processing, or sharing personal data on their sites. The GDPR also gives users the right to access, correct, and delete their data collected by online services, revoke their collection consent at any time, and object to automatic data processing. Nevertheless, the GDPR will be complemented by the ePrivacy regulation once the negotiations end [30, 31]. Since its implementation, research works have studied the compliance of GDPR and the ePrivacy Directive by online services from different angles. Examples are the adoption of cookie consent banners [32], their effectiveness in providing consent [33], the analysis of the cookie banner text from a legal perspective [34] or the effects of the implemen-
The GDPR imposes additional requirements and restrictions on special categories of personal data. Article 9.1 [42] of the GDPR states that “revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, or trade union membership, also the processing of genetic data, biometric data to uniquely identify a natural person, data concerning health or data concerning a natural person’s sex life or sexual orientation shall be prohibited”. In addition, the GDPR will require website owners to obtain explicit consent from users to install and use tracking methods. The use of HTTP cookies, except when it will be strictly required to provide a service requested by the user, to fulfill a legal mandate, or to carry out certain transmissions [43]. All these requirements will be in force until the ePrivacy regulation becomes effective.

Similar regulatory efforts are taking place in other jurisdictions that used to have a traditional laissez faire attitude towards privacy. Notable examples are California’s Consumer Privacy Act [2] (CCPA, which passed in June 2018), the Japanese Act on Protection of Personal Information [44] (effective since May 2017), and the Indian Personal Data Protection Bill of 2018 (PDP) [45]. All the regulations, as mentioned earlier, classify and consider information regarding a user’s sexual life and orientation as sensitive personal data that require special treatment. Regardless of these requirements, previous research pieces of evidence provide detailed analysis of the presence of sensitive interests in users’ profiles related to sexual orientation and behaviour [46].

Despite the popularity of porn websites, the online porn industry has remained largely underground. There have been isolated steps towards studying this ecosystem, mainly from a content availability standpoint in a major porn website [47] or their economic structure [48]. However, no study has deeply analyzed the regulatory compliance of pornographic websites. Only anecdotal evidence suggests the presence of tracking mechanisms [49, 50]. However, the website dataset of these studies was very limited, and the results were difficult to extrapolate to the entire ecosystem.

2.2.2 Access Control in Pornographic Sites

For two decades, many laws failed to effectively prevent children from viewing pornography and other harmful materials, including pornographic content, on the Internet [51]. Several efforts have taken place in the United Kingdom. The 2017 Digital Economy Act [52], which was delayed twice before becoming abandoned in October 2019 [53], aimed at enforcing the deployment of age verification mechanisms to block minors from accessing pornographic material. Nevertheless, the UK government has brought back the idea of minor control access to adult material by implementing the Online Safety Bill [54, 55], which
will become effective sometime in 2022. Similar efforts are taking place in other European state members like France, where the authorities have implemented new regulations to prevent minors from accessing porn websites [56, 57].

To comply with the new age-verification laws, the industry designed and developed tools such as AgeID, a technology proposed by MindGeek [58] that is expected to become an industry standard [59]. A complementary effort to the aforementioned methods is the proposal made by the Association of Sites Advocating Child Protection (ASACP) [60]. This not-for-profit organization has created a Restricted-for-Adults (RTA) meta tag to assist parents in preventing their children from accessing pornographic material. The fact that there are companies from the online porn industry among the members [61] of this association is considered a good example of collaboration between the porn industry and external organizations to increase safety and regulatory compliance.

Other regions in the world have followed more drastic and polemical strategies. For example, the Russian government requires Pornhub users to log in with a social network profile linked to their passport number [62, 63]. This measure has raised several ethical and privacy concerns. In addition, world countries like most Middle East countries, India, Iran, and China actively ban, prosecute, and prohibit access to pornographic content altogether [64, 65]. The 2013 Anti-Pornography Act in Uganda prosecutes the broadcasting and trading of pornography [66], while the Anti-Homosexuality Bill Act in 2014 prosecutes LGBTI communities [67].

Previous research works have analyzed the use of censorship techniques to prevent citizens from a country from getting access to certain types of websites, including pornographic websites [68, 69, 70]. However, little is known about the implementation, the limitations, and the privacy problems that access control techniques in porn websites face users.

### 2.3 Online Behavioural Advertising

We have mentioned in the previous chapter that online advertising plays a pivotal role in the business model for many online services, as it has become one of their main funding sources. Online advertising has grown and evolved in the last years, gaining market share over more traditional advertising media platforms, like TV or radio, due to its capacity to reach users with specific characteristics for a low price.

Online advertising has developed a complex profiling ecosystem that exploits the data users generate when interacting with the websites using tracking techniques (see Section 2.1) to infer the users’ preferences. All this rich information serves as input data to advertising companies’ profiling algorithms. These sophisticated algorithms can map the actions of users into preferences or interests on certain topics through tagging systems. Additionally, the algorithms use other non-online activity information, like demographic information, that users directly provide (e.g., users can provide personal data when they create an account on Google). Finally, the advertising services create the profiles combining both types of information. The online advertising ecosystem is interested in cre-
ating accurate profiles of the users and adjusting the ads based on such profiles because it increases the probability that users will click and maintain the ad and the product announced in the future.

When a user visits a website, mobile app, or any other online service with the capacity to show ads, the ad space (typically embedded in an iFrame [71]) sends a request to the entity handling it (e.g., Google) called the ad network. This entity is responsible for taking care of the ad space, compiling all the possible information about the ad space: 1) information of the space itself (website, size, allowed type of ad, position on the page, among other information. ); 2) information about the browser, operating system, and type of device (mobile vs. desktop); 3) information about the user visiting the website, i.e., the user’s profile. At this point, the ad network looks for an advertising campaign whose audience (the users with specific preferences they want to reach) matches the user’s profile from among the advertisers configuring their campaigns on its platform. Typically, there is more than one campaign matching the offered profile. Then, it runs an auction process to choose the ad campaign whose ad will be delivered.

The process required to distribute personalized ads occurs in an opaque way, from the profile creation to the decision to distribute an ad to a specific user. Nevertheless, several studies have made groundbreaking contributions to shed light on the ecosystem created. Mainly, previous works have studied the information included on the profiles that big tech firms have inferred, including the presence of sensitive attributes that later use to distribute ads [46, 72, 73, 74]. In this context, the research community has quantified the prevalence of online targeting advertising in the online advertising ecosystem [75, 76]
Part II

A COMPREHENSIVE PRIVACY ANALYSIS OF THE WEB PORN ECOSYSTEM
Pornographic (porn) websites are among the most visited and lucrative online services since the early days of the World Wide Web [77]. Pornhub, the most visited porn website according to Alexa’s domain rank [78], had 33.5 Billion visits and was returned in 30.3 Billion web searches in 2018 [79]. MindGeek, Pornhubs’ parent company, has reported over half a billion dollars of revenue in the 2015 fiscal year [80].

Modern privacy regulations like the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [42] and California’s Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [2] consider sexual information of an individual as highly sensitive data. All these privacy regulations require organizations with an online presence to request informed consent from users prior to any data collection [44, 45, 2, 42]. However, as in the case of regular websites, pornographic ones also integrate third-party components – e.g., advertising and analytics libraries – with the capacity to track users’ interaction with such services and, therefore, potentially infer a visitor’s sexual orientation and preferences.

The collection of this information, in addition to the absence of secure network protocols like HTTPS, could put at risk visitors of those websites, specially those connecting from countries where certain sexual orientations are prosecuted [67, 81, 63, 82, 83].

Despite the many research efforts that have taken place in the last decade to identify and quantify the presence and use of tracking technologies in the web, no study has deep dived yet into the privacy risks of sensitive websites, like pornographic ones. It is unclear, as a result, whether pornographic websites can pose a privacy risk to their visitors, and if they comply with the provisions set both by privacy regulations and by new rules at the time this works was conducted, to control minor’s access to adult content like the UK’s Digital Economy Act [52]1. In fact, anecdotal evidence suggests that there are significant differences between the third-party organizations operating in the porn and the regular web tracking industry [49] as large online ad networks such as Google Ads set strict constraints for porn-related publishers, prohibiting the advertising of adult-oriented products and services [82]. These restricting terms of services – possibly driven by fear of damaging their brand reputation – opened new market opportunities for other actors who have specialized in providing advertising and tracking technologies to adult sites. This context has created, as a result, a parallel ecosystem of third-party service providers in the porn ecosystem who has not been scrutinized by regulators, policy makers, and the research community.

1 The implementation of the UK’s Digital Economy Act was delayed twice before becoming abandoned in October 2019, just after the works was published and presented at ACM IMC 2019
We develop and use a methodology to perform the first holistic analysis of pornographic websites from a privacy, transparency, and regulatory compliance perspective. Our main contributions are:

1. We design a semi-supervised method to compile a representative sample of pornographic websites using publicly available resources. After manually inspecting and removing false-positives, we identify 6,843 different pornographic websites.

2. We develop and use a methodology to study the presence of third-party services in the porn ecosystem. We compare the presence of third-party services present in pornographic websites with those embedded in the most popular web sites according to Alexa’s rank. We find 3,673 third-party services embedded in porn websites, including companies specialized in the porn industry (e.g., ExoClick), well-known advertising companies (e.g., DoubleClick), analytics services (e.g., Google Analytics), and domains associated to data brokers (e.g., Acxiom). 84% of the third-party services embedded on pornographic websites do not appear in the most popular non-pornographic websites.

3. We study the behavior of pornographic websites and the third-party tracking services embedded in them. We find the presence of third-party HTTP Cookies in 72% of the analyzed pornographic websites, while 5% of them also use advance fingerprinting techniques like Canvas Fingerprinting to identify visitors uniquely. Interestingly, 91% of the scripts we found using canvas fingerprinting are not indexed by EasyList and EasyPrivacy [84].

4. We quantify behavioral differences on porn websites depending on the user’s location and jurisdictional area. We conclude that the number of third-party services is quite stable across countries, yet there are regional third-party services that only operate in specific regions: e.g., 27 ATS only appear in Russia.

5. We develop and validate a method to automatically analyze the transparency and regulatory compliance of pornographic websites. Specifically, we study the presence of cookie consent banners, privacy policies, and age-verification mechanisms. Our analysis reveals a significant absence of privacy policies and consent forms across pornographic websites in spite of their sensitivity. This pattern holds even in regions with strict regulatory frameworks like the European Union: only 16% of the websites have privacy policies when accessed from a machine located at a EU state member. Finally, only 4% of the analyzed porn websites implement cookie consent forms.

Our study reveals a concerning lack of transparency in pornographic websites, despite the large presence of third-party trackers embedded in them and an increasing regulatory pressure. Therefore, we believe that our study will contribute to stress the importance of studying subsets of the world wide web that offer sensitive services and content in depth. This type of effort is not only
needed to effectively inform the privacy debate, but also to promote user awareness.

3.1 DATA COLLECTION AND METHOD

The first challenge in our study is compiling a representative list of pornographic websites. For that, we implement a semi-supervised approach that combines three different data sources and steps with varying levels of accuracy:

1. We combine all the pornographic websites indexed by three websites specialized in aggregating, recommending, and classifying pornographic content [85, 86, 87]. This process provides us with 342 porn websites.

2. We extract 22 websites classified as Adult sites by the Alexa’s website categorization service [88].

3. We look for websites indexed by Alexa’s rank [78] (throughout 2018) that are potentially offering pornographic content by searching for keywords related to pornographic and adult content in their URLs (e.g., “porn”, “tube”, “sex”, “gay”, “lesbian”, “mature” and “xxx”). We find 7,735 websites matching these substrings.

The combination of these three methods allows us to identify 8,099 potential pornographic websites. However, the third keyword-based method introduces false positives if not done with care, since the chosen bag of words is not exclusively related to pornographic material (e.g., PornTube offers pornographic content while YouTube does not). To identify and remove false positives, we implement a purpose-built crawler to download their content (DOM and screenshots) which are then manually inspected. In total, we find 1,256 false positives, many of which are because of unresponsive websites at the time of the crawl (we investigate below the stability of these domains). After this sanitation process, we obtain a corpus of 6,843 pornographic websites of various kinds, including websites hosting user-uploaded videos and live streaming content, or websites acting as proxies to pornographic material (e.g., pornosource.com), among others. Finally, we use a reference dataset containing 9,688 popular non-pornographic websites\(^2\) to study the commonalities and differences between sensitive pornographic websites and regular ones.

**Popularity of Pornographic Websites:** We use a longitudinal dataset containing the Alexa top-1M sites throughout 2018 as a proxy to measure the stability, popularity, and representativeness of our corpus of pornographic websites. Figure 3.1 shows the best and median rank value for each one of the identified porn websites, as well as the percentage of days each website was in the Alexa top-1M over the whole year.\(^3\) We find that 1,103 websites (16%) were always present in the Alexa top-1M, and just 16 of them were always within the top-1K websites during the one-year period (e.g., pornhub.com, xvideos.com or livejasmin.com).

---

\(^2\) Websites extracted from Alexa’s top-10K, in the 10\(^{th}\) of January 2019.

\(^3\) We consider their popularity for a whole year in order to account for any eventual bias caused by the Alexa ranking [89].
Figure 3.1: Best (green) and median (blue) Alexa rank for each pornographic website, and the percentage of days that each one of them were indexed in the top-1M throughout 2018. The pornographic websites are ordered in the x-axis by their best Alexa rank.

3.1.1 Web Crawlers

Our analysis and data collection workflow uses two complementary crawlers to study the behavior of pornographic websites as shown in Figure 3.2. First, we use a OpenWPM-based crawler to collect evidence of the behavior of each website and used tracking technologies, as well as the presence of third-party libraries and privacy consent forms. In both cases, we only crawl the landing page of websites so our study presents a lower-bound estimation of the privacy risks of pornographic websites as we do not interact with them beyond their landing page. Second, we use a Selenium-based crawler to automatically interact with each pornographic website to pass through the age verification mechanism (when available) and collect the privacy policy. We provide further details about each crawler and their purpose below.

**OpenWPM:** Rather than implementing yet another crawler, we use OpenWPM [24] because of its simplicity, stability, and the versatility of the features that it offers. OpenWPM is based on Firefox version 52 and allows (1) collecting all the HTTP and HTTPS requests and responses generated while crawling a website; and (2) detecting different tracking technologies, including advanced ones like canvas fingerprinting [24]. Nevertheless, we extend OpenWPM capabilities to analyze other other aspects of pornographic websites. First, we develop methods to extract the chain of requests caused by Real-Time Bidding (RTB) processes (i.e., the inclusion chain [16]) to identify third-party services dynamically embedded in the target websites [16]. Specifically, we analyze the HTTP Referrer headers and remove those third parties not directly called by the publisher. Finally, we also enable mechanisms in OpenWPM to automatically record both HTTP cookies and cookie consent forms, so that we can estimate the transparency and regulatory compliance for each pornographic website (Section 3.5). We use the
same browser session – i.e., we do not close and open the browser between visits – for the duration of the crawling process, in order to be able to capture cookie synchronizations (Section 3.3.1.2).\(^4\) It is also important to note that we only crawl each page once, giving us a lower bound on tracking activities [90].

**Selenium:** We implement a second purpose-built Selenium-based Chrome crawler to (1) detect and bypass age-verification mechanisms in pornographic sites; and (2) fetch their privacy policies when available. We separate this data collection process from OpenWPM crawls to avoid any instrumentation bias introduced by the need of interacting with each website in order to identify their privacy policies. To detect and quantify the support for age verification mechanisms, our crawler parses the landing page of a website and searches for floating elements and the words “Yes”, “Enter”, “Agree”, “Continue” and “Accept” in 8 languages. We select English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Russian, Italian, German, and Romanian for being the most common default languages in our list of pornographic websites. We choose these keywords after a manual inspection of part of the websites in our corpus. To eliminate false-positives introduced by using keyword-based matching, our crawler inspects the HTML DOM and the text of the parent and grandparent elements of those containing any of these keywords to identify and verify the presence of age verification mechanisms or warning messages about the content of the webpage. If a relevant message is found, then the crawler clicks on the element to access the landing page. Finally, we fetch privacy policies by searching for URL links containing the keywords “Privacy” and “Policy” in any of the 8 languages. We manually validate the accuracy of our method in Section 3.5.2.

**Geographical diversity:** One of the goals of this work is to study whether pornographic websites behave differently depending on the user location and jurisdiction. To answer that, we run our crawls from a vantage point located in Spain, and use two commercial VPN providers – NordVPN [91] and PrivateVPN [92] – to gain access to vantage points in other EU state members, Singapore, India, Russia, USA, and the UK.\(^6\) When crawling from Russia and India, we could

---

\(^4\) We established a timeout of 120s for loading a website in order to prevent our crawlers from becoming stagnant.

\(^5\) We select those VPN providers because 1) they do not appear to manipulate traffic according to our experiments, and 2) they forward traffic through VPN servers rather than through real users in a P2P fashion [93].

\(^6\) We perform these measurements in the UK to study websites’ compliance with the Digital Economy Act [52].
not access 21 and 168 pornographic websites, respectively. Unfortunately, we can not assert whether this is due to country-level censorship or server-side blocking [94].

3.2 THE PORN WEB ECOSYSTEM

As of today, the research community lacks of generalizable and robust methods to classify domains by the type of service that they offer, and to identify their parent company [95]. However, gaining this knowledge is critical not only to identify websites offering sensitive content and to be able to identify the organization providing tracking services, but also to assess the accountability of these organizations. In this section we explore (1) the main organizations providing pornographic content and their business models (Section 3.2.1); and (2) the analysis of third-party tracking technologies embedded in pornographic sites (Section 3.2.2).

3.2.1 Discovering Website Owners

Discovering the parent company or organization supporting a given website is a hard problem that requires applying complementary methods. We start this analysis by crawling and measuring differences across pairs of pornographic websites at the landing page and privacy policy (when available) of each pornographic website to search for organization-level information. For the majority of pornographic websites, this information is either vague or incomplete: e.g., some websites only report a postal address rather than a company name accompanied by legal information. Second, we apply the term frequency-inverse document frequency statistical method (TF-IDF) [96] to measure the similarity between privacy policies and the HTML `<head>` element of each pair of pornographic websites to automatically find clusters that might belong to the same organization. We manually analyze each pair and cluster to remove potential false-positives. This method allows us to identify over 80 porn websites that belong to six different companies, including AFS Media LTD., Techpump, Gamma Entertainment, and PaperStreet Media. To increase the coverage and improve the accuracy of our attribution process, we leverage DNS, WHOIS, and X.509 certificate information and insights obtained from white papers, scientific articles, and public reports about the pornographic industry [97, 98].

The combination of these methods only allows us to accurately find 24 companies owning 286 pornographic websites. We could not find reliable organization-level information for 96% of the pornographic websites in our dataset. This lack of corporate or organizational transparency is particularly concerning for websites – data controllers in the context of GDPR – engaging in user tracking or embedding third-party services as their visitors will not be able to effectively exercise their privacy rights to any corporation (e.g., demanding access, corrections, or deletion of their data as indicated in the GDPR). We further discuss in Sections 3.3 and 3.5 the presence of trackers in pornographic websites, and their long way towards regulatory compliance, respectively.
### Main pornographic website operators:

Table 3.1 shows the 10 largest clusters of organizations ordered by the number of individual pornographic websites that they own. These companies own and operate 3% of the total websites in our corpus. The reasons behind these clusters or pornographic websites are manifold. Typically, these clusters are created through acquisitions and mergers between companies, similar to the industry trends present in the online advertising and tracking industry [95, 99]. Furthermore, pornographic websites are typically federated. This gives them the ability to reach out larger audiences and increase advertising revenues through affiliated services, while also re-publishing and sharing pornographic material across sites.

**Monetization Models:** The majority of pornographic websites combine different monetization mechanisms, such as online advertising-based models (see Section 3.2.2), subscription (premium) services, and, in some cases, even through cryptomining services (see Section 3.3.3). We perform a semi-automatic classification of these websites to infer their business models. First, we parse the landing page of the websites in our dataset and look for keywords that may indicate the option to create an account (e.g., “Log In”, “Sign Up”) or “Premium” services. We use this signal as a proxy to identify which websites may offer subscription-based services after authentication. Then, we manually label the subscription model as “free” (i.e., the content is freely available after registration), or “paid” (i.e., the content is protected by a payment wall) by inspecting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th># sites</th>
<th>Most popular site (rank)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gamma Entertainment</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>evilangel.com (5,301)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MindGeek</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>pornhub.com (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaperStreet Media</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>teamskeet.com (10,171)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Techpump</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>porn300.com (2,366)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMG Entertainment</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>private.com (7,758)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SexMex</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>sexmex.xxx (122,227)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docler Holding</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>livejasmin.com (36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mature.nl</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>mature.nl (6,577)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty Media</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>corbinfisher.com (26,436)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGCZ</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>xvideos.com (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFS Media LTD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>theclassicporn.com (13,939)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEBN</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>pornotube.com (31,148)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Tolerance</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>ztod.com (40,676)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eurocreme</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>eurocreme.com (110,012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JM Productions</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>jerkoffzone.com (147,753)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.2: Number of first party and third-party domains found on our dataset of pornographic and regular websites. ATS makes reference to third-party Advertisement and Tracking Services.

| Domain category | Pornographic websites (P) | Regular websites (R) | |P ∩ R|
|-----------------|--------------------------|----------------------|-----|
| Corpus size     | 6,346                    | 8,511                | —   |
| First-party     | 727                      | 3,852                | —   |
| Third-party     | 5,457                    | 21,128               | 889 |
| Third-party ATS | 663                      | 196                  | 86  |

the website. We also verify that the keywords for creating an account and for detecting premium services remain stable independently of the language of the webpage. Thanks to this method, we can conclude that 14% of the porn websites in our corpus offer subscription options; and only 23% of the websites require a payment. While the study of the privacy risks of subscription-based services is outside the scope of this paper, it may be possible that once a user creates an account, all of their actions might be also linked to their profile and banking information.

3.2.2 Third-Party Services in Porn Websites

A large number of pornographic websites rely on online advertisements to monetize their user base and content and on analytics services for tracking their audiences. However, many ad networks set strict limitations on the usage of their services in pornographic websites, possibly as a measure to protect their brand reputation [82]. This state of affairs has given birth to lesser known ecosystem of advertisement and tracking services (ATS) specialized in adult content which have escaped research and regulatory scrutiny. We conjecture that our current limited understanding of trackers in sensitive websites has been caused by the low penetration of some of these trackers across the whole web landscape, hence falling in the long-tail. In fact, many pornographic websites are rarely indexed in domain ranks so they might not be present in studies that crawl a one-day sample of popular domain ranks [89].

In this subsection we study the third-party services and organizations operating in the online porn industry, and compare them with those present in regular websites. With our OpenWPM-based crawler, we find 5,457 different third-party domains embedded in the set of 6,346 pornographic websites that we could successfully crawl (out of our 6,843 sanitized dataset of pornographic websites). An eyeball analysis of these domains reveals that the majority of them belong to third-party analytics and advertising services, but also to CDN providers and social networks. To obtain a more accurate picture of the third-party tracking ecosystem in pornographic websites, we use the following complementary heuristics to (1) label and classify the domains embedded in pornographic web-
sites as first-, third-party, or third-party advertising and tracking (ATS) services; and (2) attribute hostnames to organizations:

1. **Third-party service extraction**: We collect all the URLs from all the HTTP(S) requests triggered by our OpenWPM-based crawler to identify the presence of third parties. For comparison, we run our crawl both for our pornographic and regular website datasets. For each URL and HTTP(S) request, we compare its fully qualified domain name (FQDN) and its X.509 certificate information (when available) along with the FQDN and certificate information of the host website, to determine whether a service is a first or third party. If we cannot establish a relationship between a host website and an embedded service based on the previous method, we compute the similarity between the two FQDNs using the Levenshtein distance [100]: if the similarity is higher than 0.7, we then consider the FQDNs to belong to the same entity. We manually verified the results and found this method to be accurate. This method also allows us to group together domains such as doublepimp.com and doublepimpssl.com, but also to make the distinction between e.g., doublepimp.com and doubleclick.net. We can successfully label as third party domains 91% of the 6,017 FQDNs contacted when crawling all the porn websites by using this technique.

2. **ATS classification**: We rely on EasyList and EasyPrivacy blocklists [84] – downloaded on Jan. 29th, 2019 – to identify domains belonging to well-known ATSes. These blocklists are designed and used by the AdBlock [101] and AdBlockPlus [102] browser extensions. Since they are based on rules that consider the whole URL request (e.g., bbc.co.uk is not blocklisted, but bbc.co.uk/analytics is), we match the full URL provided by OpenWPM with these blocklists to identify actual instances of tracking. We relax the matching method to the base FQDN domain to identify the presence of 12% third-party ATS organizations [103].

3. **Finding the parent company for third-party services**: To better understand the trackers and organizations involved in the ecosystem, it is also critical to associate third-party domains to their parent company. We initially considered using Disconnect’s domain-to-company mapping [104] but we soon realized that it is incomplete. We designed a method to complement Disconnect’s list with organization-level information found in the X.509 certificate of each third-party domain\(^7\), hence improving significantly its accuracy and coverage. For instance, we could assign to Oracle several third-party trackers like addthis.com (AddThis) [105] and bluekai.com (BlueKai) [106] services. After this process, we found the parent company for 4,477 (74%) FQDNs, accounting for 1,014 companies, while using Disconnect’s list yields only 142 of them.

---

\(^7\) In some cases, the Subject field only contains the domain name of the website instead of the company name. We choose not to take the certificate information of these websites into account.

\(^8\) Oracle operates a data marketplace, the largest third-party data marketplace for “open and transparent audience data trading” according to their own sources [107].
3.2.2.1 Third-Party in regular versus porn websites

Table 3.2 compares the number of third-party domains present in our set of pornographic websites with those present in our reference set of regular websites. This comparative analysis uncovers significant differences. In aggregated terms, we found 21,128 third-party domains (FQDNs) in our set of regular websites but only 5,457 in the pornographic ones. However, when looking specifically at ATS services, we see that they are more widespread and diverse in pornographic websites as 12% and 1% of all the third-party domains found in pornographic and regular websites are associated with ATSes, respectively. The intersection between the set of ATSes operating in the regular and pornographic websites is also low: only 86 third-party advertising and tracking services are present in both types of websites. This analysis reveals that a majority of advertising and tracking services operating in the online pornography ecosystem are unlikely to be present in regular websites. For instance, exosrv.com and exoclick.com, both belonging to Exoclick, are found in 2,709 pornographic websites (43% of the corpus) but only in 6 regular websites. These figures only represent a lower-bound estimation of the presence of advertising and tracking services in pornographic websites due to the well-known limitations of existing domain classifiers and blocklists [95, 108]. In Section 3.3, we will inspect the behavior of each third-party service to identify more trackers.

3.2.2.2 A closer look at the long-tail

The set of third-party services present in pornographic websites varies with the popularity of the hosting site. More concretely, the more unpopular the pornographic website is, the more obfuscated and opaque are the third-party domains it embeds.

Table 3.3 shows the presence of third-party services in porn websites when grouped in different popularity intervals (according to their highest Alexa rank throughout 2018). Only 3% of third-party domains, regardless of their purpose, are present in the four different tiers of popularity. Amongst those we find cloud providers such as cloudflare.com and large advertising companies (e.g., DoubleClick by Alphabet), but also ATS companies specialized in adult websites such as doublepimp.com or exoclick.com. We would like to stress that Alphabet Inc. has specific policies about the type of content that can be distributed through their ad network as well as on the hosting site [82].

In order to get a better understanding of the implications of low popularity – and possibly reputation – in terms of third-party services embedded in porn website, we take a deeper look at 2,069 unpopular pornographic sites that never got indexed by the Alexa Top 100K rank throughout 2018. This detailed analysis confirms that it is more likely to find advertisement and analytic services that are not commonly used by the prominent websites in unpopular pornographic websites. In fact, we find that 18% of the third-party services embedded on all porn websites appear only in the less popular ones.

---

9 Performing an analysis on whether the host sites are in compliance with Google Ads Policies is outside the scope of this paper.
### Table 3.3: Third-party presence by popularity interval (per Alexa’s 2018 highest rank).

For each interval we show the total number of third-party domains (“Total”) and the third-party domains found only in this interval (“Unique”)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Popularity Interval</th>
<th>Number of porn websites</th>
<th>Third-party domains (Unique to the interval)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 — 1k</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>407 (119)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1k — 10k</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>1,327 (531)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10k — 100k</td>
<td>3,668</td>
<td>3,702 (2,115)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100k+</td>
<td>2,069</td>
<td>2,363 (1,007)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.3: Most relevant third-party organizations in the porn ecosystem. We show their prevalence in the regular ecosystem for comparison.

According to Alexa, this is the case of analytic services like adultforce.com and zingyads.com [109, 110], for which we could not find a privacy policy on their homepages. We also found four Russian tracking services (betweendigital.ru, datamind.ru, adlabs.ru, and adx.com.ru) on pornovhd.info, a Russian porn website. Finally, we remark the presence of a potentially malicious domains (according to Dr. Web) such as the traffic trade webpage itraffictrade.com [111].

#### 3.2.2.3 An organization-level analysis

We now present an organizational level analysis of the third-party domains operating in pornographic websites, regardless of their role. Figure 3.3 shows the 19 companies offering third-party services to most of the studied pornographic websites. As we can see, Alphabet is – as in the regular web – the most prevalent organization (74% of the total pornographic websites). Exoclick and Cloudflare services\(^\text{10}\) are second and third with 40% and 35% of prevalence, respectively. When comparing with the third-party companies present in the regular web, we find that several ones solely operate in the adult industry. While some of them are well-known actors like Exoclick [112], others are lesser known companies like JuicyAds (4%) [113] and EroAdvertising (4%) [114].

\(^{10}\) In this specific case, we cannot confidently confirm that Cloudflare is operating these domains. It might be possible that other companies, advertising services or tracking services might be using Cloudflare’s infrastructure.
In general terms, the presence of Alphabet services (e.g., Doubleclick, Google Analytics) is very similar in both regular and pornographic websites. Yet, the prevalence of each individual service varies greatly: google-analytics.com is present in 39% of porn websites, while doubleclick.net – an ad-network – appears in 12% of them (for reference, 60% of the analyzed non-porn websites connect to Doubleclick domains). The higher presence of Oracle in porn websites is caused by its addthis.com service, which provides web developers features like social network integration and content sharing (e.g., pictures or videos). Another interesting case is the domain alexa.com which is related to the Amazon-owned browser extension that populates such list. Another interesting case is the presence of the domain rlcdn.com in four pornographic websites, one of them offering bestiality porn, a practice considered illegal in many countries of the world. This domain belongs to RalpLeaf which is a subsidiary of TowerData/Acxiom [115], one of the largest data brokers in the world [116, 117]. Finally, while Facebook is highly popular in the web ecosystem, its presence in pornographic websites is really low.

3.3 PRIVACY RISKS

The sensitive nature of pornographic websites, and the quite unique ecosystem of third-party ATSes operating in them highlight the importance of studying in depth the behavior of these websites and their use of tracking technologies. In this section, we perform a multi-dimensional analysis of the various privacy risks to which visitors of pornographic websites might be exposed to (Section 3.3.1). We also provide an analysis of the use of insecure protocols (e.g., HTTP) who may allow in-path observers like censors to monitor users’ browsing habits (Section 3.3.2), and report on the presence of known malware in these sites (Section 3.3.3).

3.3.1 User Tracking Techniques

We leverage our customized version of OpenWPM to measure the use of various tracking techniques in pornographic websites, specifically HTTP cookies, cookie syncing, and advanced fingerprinting techniques.

3.3.1.1 HTTP Cookies

Online companies often use HTTP cookies as a means for tracking users across the web. They do so by generating and storing unique identifiers in end-users’ browsers. Using OpenWPM, we can successfully identify 89,009 HTTP cookies installed by 92% of our dataset of porn websites. This includes both first- and third-party cookies. However, not all cookies might be used for the purpose of tracking users (e.g., session cookies). Therefore, we focus our analysis in those HTTP cookies that may potentially contain user identifiers. For that, we discard session cookies and those with a length below 6 characters which are unlikely to contain unique identifiers [118]. After applying this filter, 51,648 HTTP cookies
that can potentially be used for tracking users remain 3% of them are larger than 1,000 characters, even reaching 3,600 characters in the case of cookies installed by third-party ATS services like juicyads.com, tsyndicate.com, exoclick.com, exosrv.com, and other porn websites.

We now focus our study on the 30,247 HTTP cookies installed by 3,343 third-party domains in 72% of our corpus of pornographic sites. The 100 most popular cookies (by their unique name = value combination) appear in over 30% of the total porn websites. Moreover, as shown in Table 3.4, the main third-party services responsible for installing HTTP cookies in users’ browsers are ExoClick, Oracle (via AddThis), Yandex, and JuicyAds. While ExoClick and JuicyAds are specific to the online porn ecosystem, AddThis and Yandex are commonly found in regular web services, allowing these firms to potentially track users across the whole web.

**Encoded Information in HTTP Cookies.** We decode the cookie values using two types of encoding: base64, and URL. We detect 2,183 cookies that store the IP address of our physical machine along with potential IDs. 97% of these cookies belong to different Exoclick domains, which are present in 440 different porn websites as shown in Table 3.4. In particular, 85% of exorsrv.com cookies and 29% of exoclick.com cookies follow this pattern. Furthermore, we identify 28 cookies in 15 websites that store approximate geolocation data, potentially obtained through geo-IP databases [119]. 27 of these 28 cookies are delivered by two third-party domains, fling.com and playwithme.com. While the former only stores the coordinates, the latter also includes detailed information about the network provider. While the accuracy of geo-IP databases is not very precise in general, it could reveal the precise location of a user in certain scenarios [120].

### 3.3.1.2 Cookie Synchronization

For security purposes, modern web browsers limit the access to cookies to the service that has installed them [11]. To circumvent this security mechanism and ease cross-site tracking, third-party services use a technique called cookie synchronization (cookie syncing, in short) that allows them to share their cookie data with other services by embedding the cookie in the URL [121, 12]. We
study the use of cookie syncing in pornographic websites by checking if any of the observed HTTP cookies are later embedded in subsequent HTTP requests. To avoid introducing false positives, we do not split the cookie value by delimiters like “-” or “=”. Hence, our findings offer a lower bound estimation of the prevalence of this technique.

The number of pornographic websites for which we have observed this practice is 2,867. This covers 58% of the top-100 most popular porn websites according to Alexa. However, the matching of the pairs of organizations (at the domain level) involved in this practice yields 4,675 different pairs as shown in Figure 3.4 (for clarity reasons, we only show the pairs of domains that exchange at least 75 cookies). Specifically, we can find 1,120 origin and 727 destination services. Cookie syncing can also occur between domains belonging to the same organization. For instance, the third-party domains hd100546b.com and bd202457b.com synchronize HTTP cookies with hprofits.com. The X.509 certificates for these three domains suggest that all of them belong to hprofits.com, an ad exchange platform according to their website.

3.3.1.3 User Fingerprinting

Fingerprinting techniques allow trackers and services to create a unique user identifier by accessing and processing several characteristics of the user’s device using JavaScript APIs. As opposed to cookie-based tracking, this sophisticated method can be used to persistently track users and their activities across websites without having to rely on cookies.

First, we analyze pornographic websites and third-party services using either canvas or canvas font fingerprinting techniques [24]. HTML Canvas Fingerprinting is a tracking technique that exploits system differences between devices in how they render images. These scripts use the CanvasRenderingContext2D and the HTML-CanvasElement JavaScript APIs to generate images using specific height, width, fonts, and background colors, among other characteristics. Font fingerprinting, instead, is a variation of canvas fingerprinting in which a tracker
can leverage the fonts that each browser has installed to generate a unique ID of the device. This is achieved with the `measureText` method of the HTML Canvas API which allows to draw text using different fonts. Depending on the size of the written text, the tracking service can infer if a particular font is installed.

Yet, not all the services that invoke these JavaScript APIs do so for the purpose of tracking users. To eliminate false positives, we follow the methodology proposed by Englehardt et al. [24]. In the case of canvas fingerprinting, we exclude:

1. all the canvas with width and height below 16px;
2. scripts that do not use at least two colors or text with more than 10 different characters;
3. scripts that do not call either the `toDataURL` or the `getImageData` methods with an area below 320px; and
4. scripts that use the save, restore, or `addEventListener` methods of the rendering context. Despite these precautions, none of the scripts reported by OpenWPM meet these criteria. As a result, we set stricter conditions to identify scripts performing font fingerprinting: we only count those that set the font property and call the `measureText` method on the same text at least 50 times. This allows us to find 245 different JavaScripts performing canvas fingerprinting in 315 porn websites. 74% of the JavaScripts are fetched from 49 third-party services including `ero-advertising.com` and `highwebmedia.com`, a service that belongs to `chaturbate.com` (one of the biggest live sex services). These third-party services are present in 4% of all the porn websites in our dataset. We only find one script, delivered by `online-metrix.net`, using font fingerprinting.

We find that the script performing font fingerprinting and 91% of the scripts using canvas fingerprinting have not been previously indexed by tracking blocklists like EasyList and EasyPrivacy. As a result, these services could track users even when they use plugins such as ABP [102]. One example is the script delivered by `xcvgsdf.party` (see Table 3.5) which performs canvas fingerprinting on

Table 3.5: Third-party domains using different tracking-techniques. The ATS and Regular web columns indicate whether these services are indexed in EasyList/EasyPrivacy or if they are present in the regular web, respectively.
18 different porn websites, including a website offering transsexual/transgender pornography, ladyboy-porno.com.

3.3.4 Other Potential Tracking Methods

Our methodology allows us to find instances of other methods that could be potentially used for tracking purposes. However, we did not gather sufficient evidence to demonstrate that these JavaScript APIs are actually used for such purposes. One case is WebRTC [122], a technology to establish real-time peer-to-peer communications between browsers. WebRTC APIs allow collecting the IP address of the users, as well as the local network address. Through the combination of WebRTC with other tracking techniques [24], online services can discover networking information such as devices hosted behind the same NAT for cross-device tracking [123], or identify whether the user connects through a VPN [93]. In our dataset, there are 27 different JavaScripts using WebRTC present in 177 different pornographic sites, 21 of which use other tracking mechanisms in conjunction. Two of the 13 different third-party services using WebRTC, appear in the regular web and are classified as ATSes by EasyList. These services are traffichunt.com and online-metrix.net, an advertisement platform and a web analytic service, respectively.

3.3.2 (Lack of) Network Security Standards

Safeguarding users’ privacy and security should be a priority for providers of pornographic content, particularly if users can be subject to censorship and surveillance at the network level [124, 125]. The use of encryption for transmitting data over the network is also a provision in privacy laws such as the GDPR (Article 32 [1]) and CCPA [2]. To identify the lack of security protocols in pornographic websites, we measure HTTPS support in porn websites by inspecting the requests triggered by our OpenWPM crawler. By default, we crawl each website using HTTPS, only downgrading to HTTP when HTTPS is not supported by the server.

Table 3.6 shows the use of HTTPS in pornographic websites depending of their highest Alexa rank in 2018. We find that over 92% of the most popular websites (in the top-1K of the Alexa ranking) do support HTTPS. However, the ratio of porn websites supporting HTTPS drops as their popularity does: HTTPS support decays to less than 25% for websites whose highest Alexa rank in 2018 was 10,000 or lower. This trend is similar for third-party services: those included in popular porn websites are more likely to support HTTPS. Nevertheless, we can find that 4,663 pornographic websites (68% of the total) are not fully HTTPS: either the website or one of its embedded third-party do not support HTTPS. By inspecting the content of these flows, we can identify that 8% of these websites upload cookies containing sensitive data in the clear as shown in Section 3.3.1.1.
3.4 Measuring geographical differences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>HTTPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 — 1k</td>
<td>Porn websites (75)</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3rd-party services (407)</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1k — 10k</td>
<td>Porn websites (552)</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3rd-party services (1,327)</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10k — 100k</td>
<td>Porn websites (3,886)</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3rd-party services (3,702)</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100k+</td>
<td>Porn websites (2,330)</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3rd-party services (2,363)</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6: HTTPS usage in pornographic websites

3.3.3 Potential Malicious Behaviors

We conclude this section with a short study of the presence of potentially malicious behaviors in pornographic websites according to VirusTotal [vt]. To minimize false positives, we only report domains flagged as malicious by at least 4 of the 70 different malware scanners aggregated by VirusTotal. There are 7 porn websites classified as a potentially malicious by VirusTotal. Further, malicious and deceptive behaviors also extend to 16 third-party services embedded in 41 porn websites.

We highlight the presence of three cryptocurrency mining services: coinnhiv.com, jsecoin.com and bitcoin-pay.eu in 8 porn websites. The latter domain, bitcoin-pay.eu, is not active anymore, but is related to crypto-webminer.com [126]. This suggests that owners of pornographic websites had explored alternative monetization schemes beyond online advertisement and subscription-based models. Whether these practices are performed with user consent is beyond the scope of this study.

3.4 Measuring geographical differences

This section measures whether pornographic websites adapt their behavior – including the presence of trackers – to the geographical location of the user, possibly to meet the requirements of different regulatory frameworks. For that, we launch our crawls from different vantage points using commercial VPNs and our physical vantage point located in Spain.

3.4.1 Third Party Services

Table 3.7 shows the number of third-party services embedded in porn websites per country. We can see that the total number of third-parties in each location remains rather stable but for Russia, which has over 700 third-party services
less. When looking at individual instances of third-party services, we find that there are hundreds of domains that are unique in each country but around 10% of them are related to CDNs or porn websites that generate arbitrary domains such as img100-589.xvideos.com.

If we look at ATS domains specifically, we can see that Google services dominate at a global scale, regardless of users’ geolocation.

### 3.4.2 Malware Presence

The number of third-party domains considered as malicious by VirusTotal varies per country: from 15 third-party domains when accessed from Russia to 19 when accessed from India. Yet, 13 of these malicious domains are present regardless of users’ geolocation (e.g., the cryptomining domain coinhive.com). When counting the number of pornographic websites that contain such malicious content, the figure varies from 29 websites in Russia to 42 in Spain. Nevertheless, 26 pornographic websites always contain malware regardless of the country of access. This indicates, that some of the organizations serving malicious content might target users located at specific world regions.

### 3.5 Regulatory Compliance

We now evaluate pornographic websites’ efforts to comply with regulation. Specifically, we verify: (1) the presence and use of cookie consent forms as required by the EU GDPR and ePrivacy regulation; and (2) the use of verifiable age verification mechanisms in the context of the UK’s Digital Economy Act. We also investigate the lack of privacy policies and potential inconsistencies that exist between these legal documents and the behavior observed in each pornographic websites in terms of user tracking and the presence of third-party ATSes.
3.5 Regulatory Compliance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>EU</th>
<th>USA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Option</td>
<td>1.36%</td>
<td>1.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation</td>
<td>2.82%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total (N = 6,843)** 4.41% 3.76%

Figure 3.5: Usage of HTTP cookie banners in porn websites.

3.5.1 Cookie Consent Notice

The ePrivacy directive will require websites to obtain consent from European users before installing and using cookies, unless the cookie is strictly necessary for the webpage functionality. As this legislation is not yet into effect (it will take effect in 2019), the use of cookies is currently regulated by the GDPR, which indicates that users must consent to the use of any technique that may uniquely identify them [1]. This is typically done through cookie consent forms.

Degeling et al. performed a preliminary analysis of cookie consent forms (cookie banners) in 6,579 websites after GDPR came into effect [37]. They found that around 62% of the websites display a cookie consent-banner and developed a categorization of HTTP cookie banners that considers 6 different groups: (1) No Option: This type of cookie banner only informs users about the use of HTTP cookies without giving the possibility of accepting or rejecting them; (2) Confirmation: This type informs users about the use of cookies, but users can only show their accordance with the use of cookies, they can not reject them; (3) Binary: In this case, users can accept or reject the use of cookies; (4) Slider: This type of cookie banner gives users more fine-grained control over the level and type of cookies, that they allow by adjusting a slider; (5) Checkbox: This type of banner gives users the capacity to allow/reject cookies for a specific purpose or from a particular third-party service; and (6) Other: Any other type of banner that does not match any of the above. These banners tend to have a higher degree of complexity.

Identifying cookie banners automatically in websites following Degeling’s method and taxonomy is not trivial. In fact, we could only instrument our customized OpenWPM to identify the following types: No option, Confirmation and Binary. We merge the Slider and Checkbox types together in the Others category, as we would need to interact with the banner to be able to further categorize them. Our method works as follows: first, we inspect the HTML DOM to find elements that resemble a banner (inspecting the text of the banner). If such an element is found, we extract the text rendered to the user, and take a screenshot that we manually analyze to manually verify that the HTML element is indeed a banner. We repeat this procedure from two countries, Spain and the USA to find potential differences in cookie banner presence.
Table 3.5 shows the percentage of pornographic websites in which we find HTTP cookie banners. As can be observed, the proportion of pornographic webpages with cookie banners is very small, being only 4% of the total. A second observation from Table 3.5 is that the difference between accessing webpages from one country or the other is also very small, as only 0.65% more pages show a cookie banner when fetching them from Europe.

The low presence of cookie banners is remarkable when compared with the fact that 72% of the pornographic websites studied contain third-party cookies (Section 3.3.1.1). Moreover, out of the websites that show a cookie banner, 32% do not give users any control over the use of cookies as the banner only discloses their use (No Option type). While it is possible that not all third-party cookies are actively used for tracking purposes, these figures suggest that many websites offering sensitive content may potentially be in violation of the GDPR.

It is important to note that our methodology uses OpenWPM to crawl the websites and that we do not interact with the webpage once we have visited it. Therefore, even in the websites where a cookie banner is present, we never gave actual consent to the use of cookies.

As a final note, one might expect that large corporations providing pornographic content would have strong incentives to be in compliance with regulatory requirements. While this is the case for a small fraction of popular pornographic websites, there is not a clear correlation between the use of cookie consent forms and the popularity of porn webpages.

3.5.2 Age Verification

Some pornographic websites have taken positive steps to implement age verification mechanisms in an effort to comply with increasing regulatory pressures (see Section 2.2.2). In this section, we study how prevalent and how effective verifiable age-verification mechanisms are in the wild. For that, we use our Selenium-based crawler to parse the landing page of each porn website, and look for warnings and consent forms displayed to the user as detailed in Section 3.1.1. As our approach relies on string matching to identify such warnings, it is prone to introduce false positives, specially so in age-related keywords that appear often in the content of the websites. Therefore, due to the difficulty to perform this study automatically and at scale, we only investigate a subset of the top-50 most popular pornographic websites manually.

We perform this manual analysis in 4 countries (the US, the UK, Spain, and Russia) to identify regional differences. The results from the USA, UK and Spain are consistent: i.e., the same set of 20% of the pornographic websites implement and show to the end user the same age verification mechanism, consisting of a simple warning text and a button to be clicked on. However, there are significant differences when accessing the same websites from Russia: only 14% of the analyzed websites have an age verification mechanism. Additionally, 8% of the websites that do not verify users’ age for the rest of countries do so in Russia,

For comparison purposes, Degeling et al. showed that 69.9% out of a corpus of 6,357 websites had a cookie consent banner in January 2018 [37].
whereas 12% of the websites do not verify user age in Russia but do so in the rest of countries studied. We note that we did not find any instance of AgeID being deployed during our study.

Despite regulatory pressures, the current age verification mechanisms implemented by all these sites are easy to bypass and could not be considered as “verifiable age verification mechanisms”. In other words, if our automatic crawler manages to bypass the mechanism, a child could do it as well. We only found one webpage in Russia, pornhub.com, implementing a complex age verification mechanisms through social media accounts as requested by the Russian federal government in 2017 [62].

3.5.3 Privacy Policies vs. Reality

The GDPR [1] requires all websites collecting or processing personal identifiable data from European citizens to portray a privacy policy describing their personal data collection and processing practices, including data collected by embedded third parties. We perform a best-effort crawl to collect the privacy policies, if available, of each pornographic website to crosscheck with our empirical results, and highlight potential privacy violations. We perform this analysis using the method introduced in Section 3.1.1, only from our physical machine located in Spain.

Our crawler inspects the DOM of the landing page looking for a link to the privacy policy. We are able to find a privacy policy in 16% of the pornographic websites in our dataset. We get these figures after a manual sanitization of our results in which we manually check the privacy policies which are abnormally short in the number of words and found 44 false positives caused by HTTP errors (response codes).

The GDPR forced changes in the way privacy policies are presented to users, forcing publishers to be clear about their data collection, processing and sharing practices, as well as user rights. We use string matching to find that 218 (20%) of the privacy policies make an explicit mention to the GDPR. We dive deeper into the analysis of the privacy policies by first looking at length patterns, in an attempt to understand how similar (or different) policies are. We find that, on average, privacy policies contain 17,159 letters and that the shortest policy we found has 1,088 letters, and the largest 243,649.

While this might hint that there are big differences across policies, we further investigate the similarity of the text in privacy policies. We use the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [96] to measure the similarity between two texts. We run this measure for the 1,202,312 pairs of different privacy policies in our dataset and found that 76% have a similarity above 0.5 (meaning they are co-related). This can be a direct result of websites belonging to the same company having a very similar privacy policy as well as the prevalence of templates that are highly popular across websites. In fact, finding pairs of websites with a coefficient of 1 helped us discover companies holding a larger number of pornographic websites (Section 3.2.1).

12 The value goes from -1 (exactly opposite) to 1 (exactly equal) going through 0 (no co-relation).
The opacity of the privacy policies makes it difficult to perform an automatic analysis of their content at scale. To tackle this issue, we use the publicly available tool Polisis[127], which presents a human-readable summarized version of the privacy policy, to extract third-party entities and data collection methods. As Polisis does not provide APIs to access the results in a machine-readable format, we rely on the web version of the tool to further investigate the top 25 websites tracking users (i.e., canvas fingerprinting and cookies) according to our results from Section 3.3. We manually assess that 72% of this subset of porn websites have a privacy policy in which they clearly state the use of cookies, the type of data collected, and the presence of third parties in their websites. Only one of the websites discloses in its privacy policy the complete list of third-party advertising and tracking services.

These results show that – while privacy policies are becoming more common, complete, and clear to users – there are still many websites engaging in user tracking without privacy policies and other transparency mechanisms. When they do, with only one exception, they do not disclose the whole list of embedded third-parties.
Part III

AN ANALYSIS OF DOMAIN CLASSIFICATION SERVICES
The need to classify websites became apparent in the early days of the Web. The first generation of domain classification services appeared in the late 1990s in the form of web directories. Notable examples from this period are Yahoo! Directory \[128\] and DMOZ\[130\]. The main purpose of such services was to facilitate the discovery of web pages relevant to a certain topic of interest. To this end, human editors manually classified sites—often relying on suggested categories submitted by other users—into a purpose-specific taxonomy \[131\]. The quick expansion of the Internet soon put this approach to an end and led to the development of automated classification solutions \[132, 133, 134, 135, 95\].

As the Web grew in size, content, and applications, domain classification services became a valuable facilitator in multiple areas. One key application is traffic filtering, \textit{i.e.}, networking solutions designed to block access to sites that are deemed dangerous (\textit{e.g.}, phishing or malware \[136, 137\]) or inappropriate (\textit{e.g.}, adult content). Cybersecurity firms such as McAfee \[138\] and OpenDNS \[139\] (Cisco) rapidly developed their own products. These technologies are nowadays embedded in multiple applications and setups such as parental control solutions and traffic filters in schools \[140\], libraries, and enterprise networks \[141, 142, 143\]. The online marketing industry also found domain classification extremely useful, in particular to improve targeted contextual advertising \[144, 145, 146\]. This led the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) to develop an open standardized taxonomy for real-time bidding protocols \[147\]. Finally, networking, privacy, and security researchers also rely on website classification services to conduct category-dependent measurements \[148, 149, 150\] or to discover websites falling in a given category \[151, 152\].

However, no study so far has specifically analyzed the coverage, labels and applicability of domain classification services in different scenarios and research domains. Classifiers that were developed for different target applications or with different methodological approaches often exhibit disparate characteristics in terms of their coverage and taxonomies. This may have a substantial impact on how much the applications and studies that rely on them can be trusted. In fact, previous research studies reported the need for manual classification of websites due to the shortcomings of commercial services \[36, 95, 153\]. Unfortunately, the evaluation of these services is complicated by their opacity. While many services claim to apply machine learning algorithms, it is unclear how thoroughly they perform concrete analyses to validate their solutions, how comprehensive the underlying training data is, and, ultimately, how trustworthy and accurate the resulting classification is. Similarly, services such as DMOZ and OpenDNS that rely on human volunteers may be biased due to subjective

\footnote{DMOZ was closed in 2017 by its operator AOL. It has been continued by the Curlie project, which is still operating as of this writing \[129\].}
opinions in the moderation process. Therefore, classification services may not succeed at adequately covering the large diversity of websites in both number and nature.

We address the questions above by presenting a first analysis of domain classification services. Specifically, we make the following contributions:

1. We analyze 13 popular services selected through purpose-specific web searches as well as through a survey of all the academic works published during 2019. We find that the results of 24 academic papers published in 9 relevant conferences (e.g., IMC, WWW) depend on the outcome of the domain classification services that they use. Then, we present a qualitative analysis of the approach followed by these domain classification services according to their documentation. We find that key differences in their approaches might affect coverage and accuracy.

2. We evaluate the coverage of these services for both popular and unpopular domains, their labeling methodology, their taxonomies, and the agreements across services when labeling the same domains. We crawl the labels assigned to 4.4M domains and find that most services lack coverage (only two services have a coverage above 55%), especially for non-popular domains. Furthermore, we show that their complex taxonomies (in particular for marketing-oriented classification services, with sometimes over 7.5k observed labels) hinder sound interpretation.

3. We study how introducing humans in the labeling process might impact the coverage and label consistency of those services. We find that manual classification is affected by disagreements, ambiguities, and mismatches in the labeling process as well as biases in the distribution of users that submit votes and the workload of editors. This translates in some domains receiving as many as 58 rejected labels. To gain a better understanding of these challenges, we run a controlled experiment involving manual domain labeling and find disagreements in 35.5% of the cases.

4. We explore the performance of domain classification services as tools to identify websites of interest. To do so, we run three case studies in the areas of detecting (and filtering) advertisement and tracking, adult content, and CDN or hosting infrastructure. We find that the accuracy and coverage of the studied services is extremely low, and that the choice of one service or another significantly affects the outcome because of differences in coverage, which ranges from over 95% to below 1%.

5. Finally, we discuss the implications of our findings for both the technical and academic applications of these services. We also provide recommendations on how users should handle the significant disparities observed across services and identify a number of research questions for future work.
4.1 Usage in Academic Studies

Domain classification services play a fundamental role in academic studies. Given that the unknown properties of these services can impact research results, it is important to understand how widespread their usage is and what they are used for in the literature.

**Survey approach.** We survey all 1,014 papers published in 2019 at top venues in four areas: i) network measurements (IMC, PAM, TMA, CoNEXT, SIGCOMM); ii) security and privacy (CCS, NDSS, S&P, USENIX Security, PETS); and iii) Web (WWW). We first search for the names of domain classification services as well as keywords that indicate that such a service is used. We then discard obvious false positives, such as the Amazon Alexa voice assistant instead of the Alexa domain classification service.

**Usage.** We manually analyze the remaining papers and find 26 papers that use at least one domain classification service (Figure 4.1). We find that for 24 (92%) of these, their results depend on the choice of service as they use it to gather their initial dataset or validate their results. Papers accepted at WWW and IMC are the ones that tend to rely the most on domain classification services. VirusTotal is the most popular service among academic studies (12 papers). Specifically, 3 papers [154, 155, 156] use the aggregate of VirusTotal’s categories while 3 others [157, 151, 150] select one or more of the specific providers integrated in this popular threat-intelligence service. The remaining 6 papers [158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163] only rely on VirusTotal’s detection of malicious domains or files. The second most popular service is Alexa, with 7 papers relying on it. All of these papers use Alexa’s lists of top sites per category to gather a corpus of websites (e.g., governmental [164] or gambling and dating websites [151]). One paper [41]...
also uses the list of top sites per country. Our analysis reveals one paper using SurfControl [165], but as this service was acquired by Websense in 2007 [166], we do not consider it further. Table 4.1 lists all analyzed publications per venue.

**Purpose.** The 26 papers using domain classification services do so for a wide range of purposes. We find that 9 (35%) of them focus on security topics, including mobile sensors attacks [163] and certifications in the online payment industry [167]. We find 4 (15%) papers studying privacy in specific website categories—e.g., tracking on pornographic websites [168]—or email tracking [155]. We identify 6 (23%) measurement papers, e.g., on resource reloading by third-party websites [150] or web complaints [156]. Finally, 4 papers question the accuracy and applicability of existing domain classification services and either choose not to rely on them [153, 36] or manually validate the results [37, 169].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Papers using service</th>
<th># dependent on service used</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMA</td>
<td>Measurements</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAM</td>
<td>Measurements</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3 [148, 161, 170]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM IMC</td>
<td>Measurements</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5 [168, 159, 171, 154]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDSS</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1 [172]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM CCS</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1 [167]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USENIX</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0 [169]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETS</td>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1 [41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM SIGCOMM</td>
<td>Networking / Systems</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM CoNEXT</td>
<td>Networking / Systems</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1 [151]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWW</td>
<td>Web Tech.</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>9 [152, 149, 174, 162, 164, 150, 163, 156, 175]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Usage of domains classification services in the literature in 2019. The “dependent” column indicates whether the results of the study depend on the quality of the service used.

**Takeaway:** We find that 26 papers published at top peer-reviewed conferences from 2019 use domain classification services. For 92% of these, their results depend on the choice of service, even though these services are sometimes questioned. As we will show later, in the absence of ground truth this dependence can introduce biases in the study results.

### 4.2 Provider Analysis

We examine the claims made by classification services (if available) in terms of their purpose, methods used for classification, coverage of URLs and languages, and development of their taxonomy. We retrieve these details through a manual inspection of their own documentation.

**OpenDNS.** OpenDNS provides DNS-based content filtering, sourcing website categorization from its human volunteer-based “Domain Tagging” project [139]. Participants submit domains and their categories, on which other participants may vote; once the mapping of a domain to a category receives sufficient votes, it is available for approval by a community moderator before it is propagated.
to the content filtering system [176]. These moderators also review reports of incorrect categorization as well as categories of popular sites [177]. We expand on the effects of this voting procedure in Section 4.5. OpenDNS has at least one confirmed category for almost 4 million domains, out of 12.7 million submitted domains [139]. A list of categories and short descriptions is available [178]. Users had the ability to suggest the addition of categories to the taxonomy [177]; it is unclear who approved these new categories.

**McAfee.** McAfee provides the “TrustedSource” online service (previously called “SmartFilter”) for obtaining both the category and a reputation score-based risk assessment for a URL [138], mainly with the goal of client-side content filtering. A user of the service must choose one of eight “products”, which affects the ‘URL Filter database’ version used. Categories are specific to URLs. McAfee categorizes web pages through “various technologies”, including both machine learning and manual review [179]. It is said to cover “millions of Internet sites” [179]. McAfee’s category taxonomy is documented in detail, listing descriptions, examples and related categories as well as taxonomy updates [179]. However, this document was last updated in 2010.

**FortiGuard.** FortiGuard provides an online tool for retrieving content-based URL categorization [180], which supports the content filtering functionality in its FortiOS-based FortiGate firewall [181]. Websites are classified through a “combination of proprietary methods including text analysis, exploitation of the web structure, and human raters” [181]. FortiGuard’s service is said to include over 45 million website ratings that cover over two billion URLs [181]. Categories are divided into seven high-level groups (adult, bandwidth-consuming, business, personal, potentially liable, security, and unrated), and short descriptions and test pages are available [182].

**VirusTotal.** VirusTotal is an online service providing analysis of potentially malicious files and URLs by aggregating the results from a large set of detection engines [183, 184]. It also lists the domain’s category, but it is unique among the other services in that it does not establish its own categorization. Instead, it collects labels from existing services: at the time of our data collection, these were Alexa, Bitdefender, Dr.Web, Forcepoint, Trend Micro, and Websense, but since July 2020, these were (at least) Bitdefender, Comodo Valkyrie Verdict, Dr.Web, Forcepoint ThreatSeeker, Sophos, and Yandex Safebrowsing. For each service, VirusTotal displays at most one distinct label, without combining labels any further, i.e., a domain can have as many categories as there are services. Categories are only provided for domains, even though a user can also request scanning for URLs.

**Alexa.** Alexa offers the ability to view the 500 most popular websites for a specific category [185], with a focus on marketing and content discovery. Its results are based on the human volunteer-based categorization from DMOZ [186], but in contrast to DMOZ, Alexa’s lists only contain domains, not URLs. Alexa’s taxonomy is also based on the DMOZ’s taxonomy, but pruned to around 280,000 categories. Alexa does not allow searching for the category of a specific domain. The ranking within a category is calculated using the same methodology as the main Alexa top list, but if applicable only using the data for the specific subdo-
main [187]. As the main Alexa top list only lists base domains, this may result in a different relative ranking for two domains [187].

**Bitdefender.** Bitdefender provides content category-based website filtering in its consumer- and business-oriented products [136]. There is no free online categorization tool, but VirusTotal integrates Bitdefender’s categorization into its domain analysis. Its database is said to cover millions of URLs in multiple languages [188]. A list of (ungrouped) categories, short descriptions, and examples is available [189].

**Forcepoint/Websense.** Forcepoint (renamed from Websense in 2016 [190]) provides an online tool for website threat and content analysis [191]. The tool shows both a static (i.e., previously determined) and a real-time classification. The former results from a combination of automated and manual inspection [192], while the latter is based purely on an automated machine learning-based approach [191]. Forcepoint will classify the specific page of a given URL, not its base domain [193]. Categories are divided into six high-level groups (reputation, security, bandwidth-consuming, productivity-inhibiting, social networks, and baseline) for which short descriptions are available [192].

**Dr.Web.** Dr.Web includes a category-based website filter in its client-side antivirus software, but its online tool only provides a binary classification of a URL’s maliciousness [194]. A more detailed categorization is accessible through VirusTotal, but appears to only cover types of malicious behavior. No documentation is available on the categorization process or the possible categories.

**Trend Micro.** Trend Micro’s classification security-oriented service is available online through its “Site Safety Center” [195]. Next to a content-based category, they establish a threat rating denoting whether a website is ‘safe’, ‘dangerous’, ‘suspicious’ or ‘untested’ [195]. Their database is said to include over 35 million URLs, and they acknowledge that “a few URL rating errors” may occur [196]. Trend Micro publishes two lists of available categories with short descriptions. One was last updated in late 2019 and appears to be used for their “Worry-Free Business Security” and “OfficeScan” web threat protection products [197]; its categories are grouped into seven ‘filtering groups’. The other was published at the latest in November 2011 [198] and has not been updated since [199]; its categories are ungrouped.

**Symantec.** Symantec (now part of Broadcom) provides an online tool to retrieve the URL categorization from its WebPulse system [137], which powers its web gateway content filtering. The categorization system is said to use manual and automated (machine learning) analysis, with several modules voting towards the final categorization [200, 201]. The tool indicates how recently the URL was categorized; previously unknown URLs are purported to be classified in real time [200]. Its URL database is said to cover “millions of entries”, and supports over 60 languages [201]. A URL can be classified as up to four categories [200]. A listing of categories, descriptions, examples and test sites is available [202]. The taxonomy was last updated in August 2019 [203].

**Webshrinker.** Webshrinker provides an online demo tool of their URL categorization service [145]. Their service targets two audiences: a purely content-based categorization aimed at advertisers, and a security-oriented service which
combines custom heuristics, machine learning, internal and external data feeds to assess web threats [145, 204]. Classification is said to occur in real-time [205], their database covers over 97.2 million ‘entries’ [204], and they support over 12 languages [205]. The two target audiences are also reflected in the two available taxonomies [205]. One is a custom list of 42 ‘standard’ categories designed for content filtering, while the other uses the taxonomy of over 390 categories developed for marketing purposes by the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) [147]. For the latter, Webshrinker computes a confidence score [206].

**DMOZ.** DMOZ (also known as the Open Directory Project) operated a directory of web pages, where users could navigate the category structure to find URLs in that category [130]. Its owner AOL took down DMOZ in 2017 after 19 years of operation [207]. DMOZ’s rich taxonomy consisted of sixteen top-level categories, each being the top leaf in a large hierarchy of gradually more fine-grained subcategories, amounting to over a million categories encompassing 3.86 million URLs [130]. All users could suggest the addition of a URL to a category, but this had to be approved by one of the 91,929 category-specific editors [208]. Editors were also responsible for developing subcategories of the categories they maintained, which was suggested they do once a category reached 20 links [209]. DMOZ had strong multilingual support, with separate directories for 90 languages [130]. DMOZ allowed to search whether and where URLs appear in the directory.

**Curlie.** The Curlie project [129] emerged as the successor of DMOZ. Curlie retains the community of human editors, who appear to continue updating the directory listings and taxonomy to this day. Compared to its predecessor, Curlie has around 500 more categories (out of 1 million), but around 500,000 fewer URLs, and support for two more languages [129]. Like its predecessor, Curlie allowed to whether and where URLs appear search in the directory.

### 4.3 Methodology of Domain Classification Services

We perform an analysis of the 13 domain classification services listed in Table 4.2 using publicly available information. We select them based on their usage in recent academic works (Section 4.1), extending the set with services found through targeted online searches. Note that 2 of the domain classification services that we consider (FortiGuard and Webshrinker) were not used by any of the surveyed academic papers published in 2019. Our list does not cover all commercially available services, but those omitted pose a high barrier for data collection because of technical or monetary reasons.3

Furthermore, VirusTotal is unique in that it does not provide its own classification, but instead aggregates category labels from third-party scanners. At the time of our data collection, these scanners were Alexa, Bitdefender, Dr.Web, Forcepoint, Trend Micro, and Websense.4 However, since July 2020, these consist of (at least) Bitdefender, Comodo Valkyrie Verdict, Dr.Web, Forcepoint Threat-
Table 4.2: Features of the analyzed classification services. For the services aggregated in VirusTotal, we list their properties as if they were accessed directly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Updates</th>
<th>Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OpenDNS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McAfee</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ x x x</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FortiGuard</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓ x x x</td>
<td>✓ x x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VirusTotal</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ x x x</td>
<td>✓ x x x</td>
<td>✓ x x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td>x x x</td>
<td>x x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitdefender</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>– x x x</td>
<td>– x x x</td>
<td>– x x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forcepoint</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ x</td>
<td>✓ x x x</td>
<td>✓ x x x</td>
<td>✓ x x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr.Web</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✓ ✓ x x</td>
<td>✓ x x x</td>
<td>– x x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend Micro</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓ x x</td>
<td>✓ x x x</td>
<td>✓ x x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symantec</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ x x x</td>
<td>✓ x x x</td>
<td>✓ x x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webshrinker</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ x x x</td>
<td>✓ x x x</td>
<td>✓ x x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMOZ</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curlie</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seeker, Sophos, and Yandex Safebrowsing. We consider the former services (independently) in our evaluation. In Section 4.4.2, we evaluate the consistency of services across multiple available sources.

Our evaluation focuses on features and methodological aspects that might affect how these services can be used in technical solutions and academic studies. Table 4.2 shows the features exhibited by the selected services according to their documentation and websites. We also register our own domain and set up a live website hosting a WordPress blog, and then request its classification from each provider to investigate their approach to classifying new domains. We consider the following properties:

**Inputs.** The granularity of input provided to the classifier affects the correctness of the classification: a subdomain may host a different kind of content than its base domain. For example, subdomains of the base domain (yahoo.com) may host a search engine (search.yahoo.com), a sports news site (sports.yahoo.com), or a webmail service (mail.yahoo.com). Depending on the origin of domains to be classified, e.g., domain top lists often used by researchers that can include subdomains [210, 211], this can impact the accuracy and perception of the labels. All evaluated services may provide a separate classification for a subdomain. However, Alexa does not have a way to retrieve the classification given
a (sub)domain. Instead, it requires searching through its listings of the top 500 domains in one of 279,716 categories.

**Outputs.** The outputs affect the utility of the data to a study’s purpose. If a service yields multiple categories for a given site, this may improve the applicability and correctness of the classification as it can be more nuanced, e.g., tagging a sports news website as both *sports* and *news*. However, this could also lead to an incoherent interpretation, e.g., double-counting when aggregating domains by category. All services except FortiGuard and Forcepoint can assign multiple categories to domains.

**Purpose.** In many cases, the provider’s intended purpose for a service (e.g., content filtering, threat protection, marketing or discovery of relevant content) influences the used taxonomy. For example, a content-filtering service may prefer to label *youtube.com* purely as a bandwidth-consuming site, but a marketing-oriented service may label it as a video sharing or advertising platform. Most of the classification services analyzed are intended for content filtering, usually being integrated into their consumer or business web security software. One exception is VirusTotal, which provides only a threat assessment. Further exceptions are Alexa, DMOZ, and Curlie, which are designed for discovering sites within categories of interest. Moreover, certain services also have other applications. For instance, Webshrinker can categorize domains according to the marketing-oriented taxonomy of the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) [147].

**Updates.** The ability to update classification results affects both coverage and accuracy. Real-time classification, often enabled by a fully automated analysis, may improve coverage and maintain data relevance. In other words, new sites can be immediately assigned to a category, and the classification will reflect the most recent content. For example, a change in website ownership would not result in outdated labels. Automated approaches may also increase the scale at which domains can be classified, in particular when additional data is used to label uncrawlable domains (e.g., malware domains). The ability to request reclassification of a site may allow to correct errors, but it may also be leveraged to undeservedly receive a less “harmful” classification if requests are not adequately reviewed. For example, an adult website may attempt to get reclassified as a (non-adult) video streaming site in order to evade filtering.

Only Forcepoint, Symantec and Webshrinker provide real-time results: we confirm through web server logs that upon request, they immediately visit and categorize a domain that we newly registered. Webshrinker even proactively visits the domain (likely due to its entry in the zone file), and is the only one to deploy a real browser. This behavior can be traced back to the methods that services claim to use, mostly consisting of automated classification through machine learning algorithms. McAfee [179], FortiGuard [181], Bitdefender [188], Forcepoint [192], Symantec [200, 201], and Webshrinker [204] state in their documentation that they complement their crawler-based ML solution with domain metadata, security honeypots and scanners, and third-party feeds and logs, as well as human reviewers who inspect and amend automatically determined categories. OpenDNS, DMOZ, and Curlie rely on human volunteers to propose and confirm categories; Alexa uses a truncated version of DMOZ’s data and tax-
All services except VirusTotal, Bitdefender and Dr.Web provide a way to request domain reclassification: for our newly registered domain, the delay of several days before any change suggests that this process requires human intervention.

**Access.** Easy access to data and documentation improves usability for end users and researchers. For instance, clear descriptions and examples of sites that are considered part of a category aid in selecting the appropriate categories for other websites. Bitdefender and Dr.Web do not provide direct free access to their data, but they are available through VirusTotal. Dr.Web is the only service that does not document its taxonomy. VirusTotal does not document where and how it sources its data. In Section 4.4.3, we compare the documented categories with those that we observe empirically.

**Takeaway:** The substantial differences in domain classification services’ characteristics affect their applicability: label interpretation depends on a service’s supported inputs and outputs as well as taxonomy differences due to their purpose, while coverage and accuracy benefit from easy access to up-to-date labels. These properties should therefore be well understood to ensure correct application. We assess the veracity of services’ claims through our own empirical observations in Section 4.4, to determine their effective suitability to different scenarios.

### 4.4 Domain Labeling Quality

In this section we analyze domain classification services on their labeling coverage (Section 4.4.2), their individual taxonomies (Section 4.4.3), and the labeling consistency and relationships across providers (Section 4.4.4). In this analysis, we omit DMOZ and Curlie as they aspire to achieve a different goal, i.e., supporting content discovery instead of concisely classifying all domains. This affects their data retrieval strategy and interpretation, and we would need to reverse their mapping of deeply nested categories to relevant domains.

#### 4.4.1 Data Collection

Our data collection process consists of two stages:

1. **Compiling target domains.** We compile a large list of domains starting from the union of all daily Alexa top sites rankings between September 1 and 30, 2019. To reduce possible biases caused by the instability of the Alexa ranking [210, 211, 148], we aggregate these rankings using the default method of the Tranco top list [211], which sums domain scores from individual lists following a Zipf-like distribution. We retain a ranked list of 4,424,142 domains that we could successfully collect from all non-rate-limited services. While these 4.4M domains represent a small fraction of all registered domains [212], they are considered to be popular by the Alexa traffic ranking service. Their popularity is further reflected by the fact that 47% of the 4.4M domains are indexed in the Chrome User Experience Report [213] and 0.5% by Common Crawl [214], both generated between August and October 2019. We therefore believe that our set is represen-
tative of domains regularly visited by end users and therefore also of interest to researchers.

(2) **Crawling domain classification services.** We retrieve the category labels for the 11 selected domain classification services. As each service differs in how its online portals retrieve data, we develop the most scalable and least resource-intensive method possible for each provider.

- For FortiGuard, McAfee, and OpenDNS, we retrieve labels through their publicly available portals. While these services are not rate-limited and their data is public, we perform our data collection at a non-intensive average rate of 40 requests per minute. We retrieve McAfee’s labels for its “Real-Time Database” product. For VirusTotal, we retrieve labels through its API, which aggregates six services: Alexa, Bitdefender, Dr.Web, Forcepoint, Trend Micro, and Websense. We received access to VirusTotal’s academic API, with a request limit of 20k queries per day and account.

- For Symantec, Trend Micro and Webshrinker, our data collection is subject to rate limiting. Therefore, we retrieve labels on these three services for the top-10k domains in our ranked list. We retrieve Webshrinker’s labels from its default marketing-oriented IAB taxonomy.

### 4.4.2 Coverage

One critical aspect to consider when using domain classification services is their coverage, defined as the number of websites for which they provide a meaningful label. This metric affects how comprehensively a service can both execute its original task and be deployed for large-scale applications and studies. As discussed in Section 4.3, some domain classification services involve humans in the loop, while others try to achieve a larger scale or real-time classification using machine learning methods. As a result, not all services have the same ability to scale their labeling process. When measuring coverage, we apply a sanitization process to address the fact that five services (FortiGuard, OpenDNS, Websense, Forcepoint and Trend Micro) provide explicit labels for unclassified domains. We consider a domain “unlabeled” if we obtain an empty result, or a label explicitly stating that the service has not (yet) labeled the domain (e.g. *Uncategorized* for Forcepoint).

Figure 4.2a shows for which percentage of our full set of 4.4M domains we obtain a valid label. The diagonal reveals that the coverage varies greatly between individual services. The off-diagonal values report the ‘intersection coverage’ defined as the number of domains that both services label simultaneously, regardless of the label provided. FortiGuard and McAfee excel by labeling around 94% of domains, likely due to their deployment of machine learning techniques for automated classification. Contrarily, OpenDNS only achieves 15% coverage, with its manual submission and voting processes (Section 4.5) likely becoming a bottleneck when dealing with the millions of monthly domain registrations [212]. Alexa’s coverage is even lower at 0.53%, possibly due to its data source DMOZ [186] containing human-volunteered labels in often highly spe-
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Figure 4.2: Coverage per service (diagonal) and intersection of the coverage between pairs of services for our two domain sets (Section 4.4.1).

cialized (and therefore less popular) categories designed for content discovery, as well as its limit of 500 websites per category. Services retrieved through VirusTotal also have much lower coverage; we will show later on that this may in part reflect a service integration issue at VirusTotal, as services do yield a label when directly queried.

For completeness, we also compute the “union coverage” between pairs of providers. We define it as the percentage of websites for which at least one service provides a valid label as we can see in Figure 4.3. This analysis suggests
that considering the union of two services does not necessarily increase the global coverage when their intersection is already high. For example, the union coverage for FortiGuard and McAfee increases slightly to over 98%. However, as we will discuss in Section 4.7, the combination of labels from multiple services is non-trivial due to largely disjoint taxonomies. As a result, unless the objective of unifying providers is offering complementary perspectives, it might not necessarily benefit coverage.
Table 4.3: Coverage for different domain popularity intervals. For each interval, we list the number of domains for which we could successfully collect labels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>(0-1k)</th>
<th>(1k-10k)</th>
<th>(10k-100k)</th>
<th>(100k-1M)</th>
<th>+1M</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># domains</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>8,945</td>
<td>89,276</td>
<td>678,246</td>
<td>3,646,675</td>
<td>4,424,142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenDNS</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McAfee</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FortiGuard</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa through VT*</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>1.02%</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>direct source</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitdefender*</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forcepoint*</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr.Web*</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend Micro through VT*</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>direct source</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Websense*</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>0.36%</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symantec</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webshrinker</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Retrieved through VirusTotal.

The importance of being popular. Table 4.3 shows that service coverage differs depending on domain popularity.

We expect automated services to achieve a higher coverage even for less popular domains, but we observe that while McAfee and FortiGuard maintain a consistent coverage of at least 93% throughout, Bitdefender and Forcepoint drop from 93% and 98% to 27% and 48%, respectively, when labeling domains from either the top-1k or unpopular domains found in the long tail over 1M. We observe a similar behavior for Dr.Web, Websense, Trend Micro, and Alexa, who have relatively low coverage overall but perform worse for non-popular websites. The human labeling efforts of OpenDNS appear to prioritize popular domains (an expected feature). Nevertheless, OpenDNS coverage across domains ranked over the top-1M may be inflated by the 15% subdomains within that interval. As we will discuss next, in OpenDNS, subdomains typically inherit the label of the base domain. Finally, Trend Micro (directly sourced), Symantec and Webshrinker achieve a very high coverage of over 96% for the top-10k, but their rate limits make large-scale data collection unfeasible.

In summary, only two services are able to categorize both popular and non-popular domains. Given the ever-increasing number of websites as well as the trend to conduct large-scale measurements, the choice of service impacts the capacity to classify potentially millions of visited or targeted domains, including undesired ones.
### Direct Source vs. VirusTotal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct Source</th>
<th>VirusTotal</th>
<th>Intersection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td># Labels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>1,843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend Micro</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Differences between the results obtained through direct sources vs. VirusTotal.

For this comparison, we use the top 10,000 domains in our ranked list.

**Base domain vs. Subdomains.** We identify 582,230 (13%) subdomains among our 4.4M domains. Three services—OpenDNS, McAfee, and FortiGuard—provide labels for more than 99% of them. Yet, as we will see in Section 4.4.3, there is no difference between base and subdomain labels in the majority of cases. In the case of OpenDNS, the improvement compared to its overall coverage (15%) stems from its approach to labeling subdomains. When humans do not offer a category for a subdomain, OpenDNS classifies it by default with the label of the base domain (if labeled). However, this coverage is skewed towards the 77% subdomains related to three base domains: blogsport.com, wordpress.com, and tumblr.com. For Alexa, Websense, and Trend Micro, subdomain coverage is below 1%. Depending on the source and selection of domains, overall coverage may therefore become worse.

**Direct Source vs. VirusTotal.** We verify labels collected through VirusTotal (which aggregates 6 existing services) by directly collecting labels for the top-10k domains at two services, Trend Micro and Alexa. As shown in Table 4.4, Trend Micro’s coverage is much higher (98%) when directly queried than when using VirusTotal (28%). Moreover, only 27% of the domains are classified with the same label and only half of the distinct labels appear at both sources. As we will expand on in Section 4.4.3, we suspect VirusTotal may be using a different or an older Trend Micro product, with a potentially lower coverage and different set of labels. However, for Alexa we observe the opposite behavior: we obtain 12% more coverage through VirusTotal. Again, this may point to VirusTotal obtaining Alexa’s data from an unknown source, different to our (one-time) search within the top 500 sites of Alexa’s 279,716 categories. The inconsistencies between VirusTotal and a direct source indicate that the former might not be a fully reliable source. This is particularly worrisome given VirusTotal’s popularity in recent academic work (Section 4.1).

#### 4.4.3 Labels Within Services

In this section, we report on the distinct labels that we observe in each service, and the properties that affect their correct and tractable interpretation: their diversity, deviations from documentation, and uniqueness.

We normalize all labels to lowercase, and we break down multi-labeled classifications into their individual units to reduce possible inconsistencies in the comparison.
Label diversity. Table 4.5 shows that the number of observed labels per service varies significantly across services, but conforms to their intended purpose. Security and content filtering services have fewer labels (12 observed in Dr.Web to 125 observed/139 documented in Forcepoint), which may simplify the setup of security policies. Conversely, the larger diversity in marketing-oriented services (300 observed/401 documented in Webshrinker, and more than 7,500 observed in Alexa) may enable more fine-grained targeting. We also see that all services except Websense use at least one label that is unique to them, showing that their taxonomies are diverse and not trivial to merge. While some services offer hierarchical taxonomies that can reduce the diversity by replacing a label with that of an ancestor, this compromises precision and forces users to decide where to prune the tree. This complexity is best exemplified by labels for Alexa queried through VirusTotal, which will only yield the label of the leaf. This is often a non-English label, derived from that website’s classification into the multilingual World tree. For example, a given domain may be labeled as Arts (English), Artes (Spanish), or Kultur (German). In short, it is hard to reduce the large set of labels, without affecting their usability and interpretability.

Documented vs. Observed labels. In order to further understand how well these services document their taxonomy, we compare the documented categories with those that we observe in our dataset. As shown in Table 4.5, we observe at least one undocumented category for every service except Symantec: while Alexa doesn’t explicitly document its categories, we observe only 7,557 labels for Alexa through VirusTotal, far fewer than in our own search (279,716 categories). Certain differences are due to minor syntactical variations (e.g., the documented Non-traditional religions versus the observed Non-traditional religion in Forcepoint), yet they might affect researchers who search for a particular documented category and are unable to find sites within it. Other differences are due to potentially incomplete or outdated documentation. For McAfee, we still observe six categories that have been deprecated since 2010 according to their own documentation [179]. For OpenDNS, five security-related categories are unavailable for user submission or voting, as they either are restricted to trusted sources (e.g., malware), or appear to be legacy categories (e.g., adware [215]). For the Trend Micro data sourced from VirusTotal, there is a higher correspondence with its 2011 taxonomy [199] than with its 2019 one [197], suggesting that VirusTotal sources classifications from an older Trend Micro product. Finally, certain sensitive categories appear to be omitted from the documentation, e.g., homosexuality in FortiGuard. In summary, service documentation cannot be trusted to fully reflect the taxonomy observed in the wild, countering correct configuration and sound research usage.

Multilabeling. Six services (OpenDNS, McAfee, Dr.Web, Forcepoint, Trend Micro, and Websense) use multiple labels to categorize a single domain. This is uncommon behavior for most services, except in Dr.Web, where 67% of the domains have multiple categories, while the presence of multi-label domains is anecdotal in Forcepoint and Websense, at less than 1% of the labeled domains. Nevertheless, the number of labels that a domain can have varies for every service: in Trend Micro, 7% of multi-label domains have three or more labels,
while there is only one such domain for Forcepoint. While for other services we observe at most 6 labels for one domain, in OpenDNS, we observe 4chan.org reaching a maximum of 17 labels.

Multiple labels may add nuance, but also complexity to their interpretation.

Next, we measure which pairs of labels frequently appear together. We observe 2,536, 1,006, 526 and 356 distinct pairs in McAfee, OpenDNS, Trend Micro and Forcepoint respectively. However, in Dr.Web and Websense, this number drops to 44 and 40; for the former, this is due to the low number of labels observed (Table 4.5). The label pairs are often unevenly distributed, e.g., in Trend Micro, 2% of the labeled domains have the most popular pair disease vector-spam, while the next most popular pair financial services-business economy appears only on 0.2% of the domains. In McAfee and OpenDNS, the most popular pairs,
personal pages-internet services and blogs-content delivery networks, appear on 1% and 39% of labeled domains respectively. Common pairs are also not always intuitively linked. For example, in Dr. Web, the most popular pair is adult content-social network, appearing in 65% of all domains labeled by Dr. Web, where 60% of them are subdomains of blogspot.com. When using aggregated labels from VirusTotal without taking into account individual services, a non-adult blog could, therefore, be inadvertently labeled as an adult site, impacting applications targeting adult content.

**Base domain vs. Subdomains.** We saw in the previous section that coverage on subdomains is better compared to the general coverage, in the case of OpenDNS with an improvement of 70%. We now analyze how meaningful these labels are. We see that for OpenDNS, McAfee, and FortiGuard, 99%, 98%, and 97% of subdomains, respectively, have at least the label of the base domain. However, since domains at McAfee and OpenDNS can be multi-labeled, we observe that the percentage of the subdomains that have the same labels as the base domain drops to 46% in OpenDNS, while in McAfee, below 1% of the subdomains have different labels. This drop in OpenDNS is because 90% of blogspot.com subdomains, which represent 51% of the total subdomains observed, have the original label of the base domain (Blogs) plus an extra label, typically Content Delivery Networks (90% of cases).

We conclude that subdomains inherit the label of the base domain, without taking into account the actual content of the subdomain.

**Labeling update.** As discussed in Section 4.3, the frequency of label updates affects the timeliness and, therefore, accuracy of labels. We analyze how common such updates are for the 9 services that do not rate limit (see Section 4.3). We select 2,000 domains per service: half of them were previously labeled by (at least) that service, while the rest were unlabeled for the particular service. We select domains that have been crawled at the beginning of our data collection, to increase the time that these services had to (re-)label the domains.

We find that in our second round, only OpenDNS, FortiGuard, and McAfee categorize domains that had not been previously labeled. However, the number of updates varies: while McAfee and FortiGuard now label 88 and 53 out of 1,000 previously unlabeled domains, OpenDNS only does so for 2 domains. Similarly, for domains that had been previously labeled, McAfee and FortiGuard relabel 15 and 10 domains, respectively. The majority of these changes concern the maliciousness of domains, with some of them gaining a related label (e.g., malicious sites) while others lose such a label.

Finally, for OpenDNS, three domains gain a label, although two of those receive the label Content Delivery Networks outside of the regular voting process (Section 4.5). In summary, some services update labels over time, making it more likely that their classification better reflects the current state of a website.

### 4.4.4 Labels Across Services

The differences in both label number and coverage (see Table 4.5) call for a better understanding of the relationships between services. This analysis is how-
ever hindered by inconsistencies in label syntax (e.g., News vs. News and Media), language (e.g., Arts vs. Artes), semantics (e.g., File sharing vs. File storage), and aggregation (e.g., sports vs. entertainment/sports). Furthermore, one provider may give multiple labels to a particular domain, requiring a comparison of sets of labels with different dimensions.

Mutual information. In this section, we take a statistical approach to perform a label-agnostic analysis. A suitable metric is the mutual information, which describes the amount of information gained about a random variable upon observing another random variable [216]. Mutual information can be thought of as the reduction in one variable’s entropy (level of uncertainty) if the output of another variable is observed. In our case, we treat each provider as a random variable whose distribution of values (i.e., labels) we estimate empirically. We can then interpret the mutual information as how similarly the labels are distributed between two services. Its normalized value will be 1 if one service assigns a common label to all domains (and none other) that are given a common label by the other, regardless of the exact label syntax. Conversely, it will be 0 if the services are completely independent, i.e., there is no information to be gained about the first when observing the labels of the second.

We select McAfee, OpenDNS, Bitdefender, Forcepoint, VirusTotal and FortiGuard for this analysis as they are the services with the largest coverage (see Table 4.3). VirusTotal is a special case: while it meets the coverage criterion, its labels are aggregated from other providers, including Bitdefender and Forcepoint. The normalized mutual information matrix is shown in Figure 4.4. Overall values are low, indicating disagreement between providers, which is due to several reasons. First, services such as OpenDNS and Bitdefender differ in specialization, providing either a content- or a security-oriented label, e.g., Online Service vs. Spam. Next, human-sourced services such as OpenDNS may suffer more from subjective labeling (Section 4.5) and therefore disagree more with automated services such as McAfee. Differences in the size and granularity of taxonomies (e.g., between VirusTotal and FortiGuard) can introduce further dis-
agreement. Finally, shared sources of labels or taxonomies may inflate agreement: we see the highest mutual information between VirusTotal and two of its aggregated providers, due to their partially shared data source. We observe consistent results when repeating our analysis using the conditional entropy.

**Label frequency.** Next, we compare the distribution of labels over domains, in order to understand the label coverage as well as service specialization. Figure 4.5 presents the normalized label frequencies for the top-1k, 10k and 100k domains in our ranked list. In all three subsets but in particular for the top-100k, there is a significant number of outlier labels that appear with a much higher frequency, indicating that labels are distributed unevenly. With the exception of VirusTotal, the median frequency for labels across domains is relatively consistent. On the top-1k domains, OpenDNS shows the smallest granularity in terms of coverage, while VirusTotal shows the highest. The trend is partially maintained when considering larger domain sets, where Bitdefender, FortiGuard and McAfee span the considered domains with the smallest number of labels.

**Label distribution.** Finally, we observe two trends in the concrete distributions of labels between providers. First, we see that, especially when considering more than two providers, one fixed set of domains corresponds to largely varying sets of labels that cannot trivially be combined into one category: *e.g.*, Nudity, Society and Lifestyle, and Adult Content are overlapping but not equivalent categories. We provide a visual example of these inter-service label relationships in Figure 4.6.

Secondly, we find that labels are distributed unevenly across pairs of providers: *e.g.*, for McAfee, the lower granularity of its taxonomy means that few labels cover the set of domains generated by a large number of labels from other services while for VirusTotal far more labels are needed. We look at the cumulative distribution functions of one service over a corresponding one, as we can see in Figure 4.7. The horizontal axes contains all labels of a particular provider split into buckets, while the vertical axes represents the fraction of labels from the corresponding provider, covered by all the buckets up to the considered point. As expected, the curves for McAfee and OpenDNS (read row-wise) show
a fast increase, as a small number of buckets contains the majority of labels, while Forcepoint and VirusTotal have a much more gradual increase. In some cases, a plateau appears at a point in the curve, as in the case of the Bitdefender-Forcepoint pair, or at the very beginning, as in the case of Bitdefender-McAfee. This is an artifact of the bucketing procedure which shows that the corresponding buckets cover a very small number of labels from the paired provider. This does, however, offer interesting information regarding labels that correspond on a one-to-one or one-to-few basis, even in the case of services that have a relatively reduced amount of overall labels. In summary, differences in service purpose, taxonomy size and label distribution cause large disagreements between services, making it difficult to compare and combine their classifications.

**Takeaway:** We find that commonly used domain classification services exhibit traits that affect their suitability, both for technical solutions as well as for research. Only a few services attain a level of coverage that is sufficient to cover non-popular or non-base domains. Services may return multiple or undocumented labels, requiring careful data processing and even manual validation. Breaking down multi-labeled classification may ease the label comparison between services as well as improve the interpretation of the results. However, it may also bias the results, overestimating the presence of labels that do not provide information about the real purpose of the service. The large diversity in labels, both within and across services, may harm their accurate and tractable interpretation. Efforts to combine labels from multiple services to achieve a higher agreement on label accuracy might be thwarted by labeling inconsistencies. The labeling updates may also have an impact on accuracy and timeliness. Researchers should be aware of these phenomena and renew their dataset to reduce possible misclassifications, especially in treating malicious services. In summary, sound deployment and usage of domain classification services requires a thorough understanding of the (desired) characteristics and resulting biases to select the most appropriate sources.

### 4.5 HUMAN PERCEPTIONS

As described in Section 4.3, OpenDNS, DMOZ and Curlie leverage a network of human volunteers to label domains. In OpenDNS, moderators approve or reject labels voted on by users, while in DMOZ and Curlie, editors add suggested sites to their managed categories. In this section, we harvest historical data from OpenDNS’ voting process to further measure the effect that human decisions have on (1) OpenDNS’ labeling process—in terms of user and editor temporal dynamics—and, (2) on the resulting classifications. For comparison and completeness, we also study Curlie’s labeling dynamics by crawling and analyzing their publicly available data.

#### 4.5.1 Labeling Dynamics

**OpenDNS.** OpenDNS relies on a voting process that allows users to submit labels (‘tags’) for domains, which then receive positive and negative votes from other users. After sufficient votes, a trusted moderator approves or rejects these
Figure 4.6: Label correspondences from top-1k domains for McAfee, OpenDNS, Bitdefender, Forcepoint, VirusTotal and FortiGuard.
Figure 4.7: The distributions of labels for the six providers show considerable variation. Each row of the matrix represents the coverage of one provider in terms of the corresponding provider on the column. McAfee, Bitdefender and Fortiguard have a relatively small number of labels covering the set of domains, compared to the finer granularity of VirusTotal or Forcepoint. As to one label of McAfee, for example, there corresponds a considerable number of labels from VirusTotal, the conditional probability between pairs of labels from the two services is small, explaining the low values of conditional entropy as well as low mutual information. This is valid in all such one-to-many correspondences between providers.

submitted labels [176]. OpenDNS publicly releases historical data from this voting process, including the labels proposed for every domain, the user who proposed them, whether they are accepted or not, and the moderator who took the final decision. All items are timestamped, which allows us to analyze the evolution of submitted labels over time. This data allows us to inspect the OpenDNS voting process for 794.8k domains, as well as the behavior, agreements and disagreements between 19k users and 292 moderators from February 2008 until January 2020.

First, we analyze who is submitting labels for observed domains. The first observation that stands out is that most users are “casual,” as 95% of users only submit a label for 10 domains or fewer. Nevertheless, there is a group of 160 highly engaged users who submitted labels for more than 100 domains. As for moderation, the workload distribution is more even: around 40% of moderators have approved 10 labels or fewer. Nevertheless, there are 292 moderators (0.03%
of all moderators) which are very prolific, being responsible for the approval of over 10k labels.

Figure 4.8 shows the number of approved and not approved labels submitted quarterly. We can observe that the majority of labels were submitted during 2008 and 2009. Interestingly, at the beginning, the majority of labels were accepted. However, starting in 2009 there is a large decay on the number of accepted labels and an increment of those that are not accepted. Our intuition is that because at the beginning of the project all major sites lacked a label, the probability of people correctly labeling those is higher. As time passes, only a long tail of unpopular domains remain unlabeled, so users are more likely to submit an incorrect label or no label at all.

**Curlie.** As in the case of DMOZ, Curlie has no open voting process. Instead, trusted editors fully manage categories and decide which user suggestions they include. Review may come from other editors for the same category and its parent categories, or those with the right to edit all categories [209, 217]. Because of its content discovery purpose, Curlie has a large and deep hierarchical taxonomy, consisting of 671,715 observed categories. By analyzing the assignments of categories to editors, we examine whether these editing and reviewing processes can be effective considering this deep taxonomy.

Only 985 (0.1%) are explicitly managed by at least one out of 294 active editors. When we account for the editing rights to subcategories, 515,791 (76.8%) categories have at least one “implicit” editor.

However, 565,812 categories have at most one implicit editor, which means that 84.2% of categories can only be peer reviewed by the editors with rights to all categories. The opportunity for peer review may be further affected by the breadth of certain editors’ scope, with the top “implicit” editor managing over 300k categories. In summary, the large number of categories managed by only a few editors may prevent these editors from conducting a regular review for accuracy and recency.

Figure 4.9 shows that around half of all categories have been updated since the evolution of DMOZ into Curlie in 2017. Moreover, it shows more recent activity higher in the tree: lower levels may either inherently require fewer up-
dates, or may be less actively maintained by their editors. While there is steady ongoing activity on Curlie, many categories have not been updated for years, potentially leading to their entries being outdated or inaccurate.

4.5.2 Labeling (dis-)agreements

One key issue with human-in-the-loop labeling is that the task of classifying domains is not completely objective, and thus different users might suggest different labels for the same website. Therefore, we measure how often this happens in the labeling process of OpenDNS. While the median number of accepted and rejected labels in OpenDNS is one, we have shown in Section 4.4.3 that some domains have as many as 17 accepted labels. In the case of labels that do not get approved, we can find domains with a high level of disagreement among voters with as many as 58 not accepted labels.

We further investigate the type of labels that create most agreement and disagreement in OpenDNS. To do so, for all domains with a given approved label, we measure how often other proposed labels are approved and rejected for the same domain. Selected clusters of labels where the disagreement is high are shown in Figure 4.10. Some of the labels that often appear together seem to be a product of honest mistakes by the users, as they are closely related (such as Adult themes and Sexuality, or Travel and Business Services).

An interesting case is the label Pornography, which often appears proposed (and rejected) in addition to other labels. While this might make sense for some categories (such as Lingerie or Sexuality), it is surprising that over 30% of Social Media sites and over 40% of dating sites were also labeled (and rejected) as Pornography. Another apparent issue is that domains related to URL Shorteners, Video Sharing or File Storage can often be related to other categories, such as Music, Movies or Pornography. This shows that deciding the correct label for a given domain can be hard, with the differences between categories being vague. Furthermore, not all users might behave honestly, as some could mislabel domains to pollute the system or gain advantages over competitors, e.g., a pornographic
Figure 4.10: Examples of overlap between categories in OpenDNS. The heatmap shows the frequency of X-axis categories being rejected when the Y-axis category is approved.

site trying to be labeled as a video sharing site, or a company labeling a competitor’s website as malicious or pornographic.

In the case of labels that often appear accepted together, we also find a high correlation among categories that could be related to sexual or nudity content (e.g., Pornography, Nudity, Bikini/Lingerie). Another interesting case is the pair Advertising and Business Services, which are accepted together over 30% of the time. This can be a result of many of these Business services acting as third parties offering advertising and tracking services too. Similarly, News and Media and Television often appear together since television stations often act as news outlets.

4.5.3 Is labeling domains a trivial process?

We perform an experiment using the authors of this study in order to gain a better idea of the aforementioned challenges behind OpenDNS’ labeling process. One member of the research team manually selected 200 hostnames, including 50 for which OpenDNS and McAfee provide semantically equivalent labels; 50 for which they disagree; 50 from the top-1k domains in our normalized rank; and 50 unpopular sites. For ethical reasons, we discarded domains
with labels that could be uncomfortable or harmful for our human labelers (e.g., child pornography, nudity, violence, drugs, weapons, and malware-related ones). The remaining authors manually visited each website and labeled it using the OpenDNS taxonomy and definitions. Each domain was labeled by two authors, adding a third labeler when there was disagreement in the first stage.

Disagreement between two labelers is relatively high at 35.5% of domains, reaching 90.5% agreement between at least two reviewers when a third labeler is introduced. When the final results are compared to OpenDNS categories, we observe that our process could only achieve 71% accuracy; in 80.5% of the cases, at least one labeler reported the same category as OpenDNS. This experiment, while not representative, illustrates some of the challenges that arise when humans are involved in the process, even for experts in network measurements and cybersecurity. Disagreement is the result of subjective factors caused by different perceptions and sensitivities, but also by the inherent ambiguity of many of the categories forming the taxonomy and the dual nature of many websites, for instance, blogs offering political content [218] or tourism boards advertising casinos [219].

Takeaway: We analyze OpenDNS’s ecosystem of voters and editors, and find that most labels were submitted during the early stages of the project. We show that most users (95%) submit labels for only a few domains but that, in general, workload is evenly distributed among moderators. In the case of Curlie, we find that peer review may suffer from the low number of editors, but that categories are still being updated regularly. Furthermore, we find that labeling strategies involving humans are bound to generate disagreements. In OpenDNS, there are domains with 58 not approved labels. Moreover, the slight differences among labels generate clusters of related labels that often appear rejected together (i.e., Adult themes, Lingerie/Bikini, Pornography and Sexuality). We show that labeling is a non-trivial job by running a small-scale manual classification experiment, in which we only achieve 71% accuracy compared to OpenDNS and find that two labelers disagree on 35.5% of domains—highlighting the subjective nature of labeling.

4.6 CASE STUDIES

In this paper, we have shown that researchers often rely on domain classification providers to either understand the type of domains that they observe in their study [155] (i.e., to better characterize their results) or to gather a field-specific corpus of domains, including the corpus we use on Chapter 3.

Next to that, core applications of domain classification services are outside the academic circles. They are often used in technical solutions for content filtering and threat intelligence, for example in parental control apps [220] and school networks [140], which require accurate identification of specific types of domains.

Therefore, in this section we aim to understand whether choosing one domain classification service over another can yield different results when selecting target domains or when classifying domains specific to a given category. We analyze the usefulness and aptness of domain classification services for three types
Table 4.6: Coverage for different types of domains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Ad/Tracking</th>
<th>Adult content</th>
<th>CDN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N=24,825</td>
<td>N=3,519</td>
<td>N=2,858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Related</td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenDNS</td>
<td>16.9%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>88.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McAfee</td>
<td>70.8%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>99.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortiguard</td>
<td>78.7%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BitDefender</td>
<td>32.0%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>83.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forcepoint</td>
<td>51.6%</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>97.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr.Web</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>92.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend Micro</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Websense</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of domains that are often analyzed by the research community: (1) advertising and tracking services; (2) websites offering adult content (i.e., pornography and gambling sites); and (3) domains that belong to a Content Delivery Network (CDN) and hosting providers. Our approach starts with obtaining available sanitized domain category sets to identify which domains belong to each one of these categories. Then, we analyze the coverage as well as the labels assigned to these domains by different classification services to identify potential errors and inconsistencies. While such specialized lists are more appropriate for choosing a pool of websites that belong to a given category, we have seen that it is still common for academic papers to rely on classification services for website selection or classification [168, 156, 149].

**Advertising and tracking services.** As ground truth, we take a list of manually sanitized domains indexed in EasyList [84] and EasyPrivacy [221]. However, these lists allow blocking traffic at a full URL level. To reduce bias in our case study, we opt to account only for domains that are fully blocked by these lists, regardless of the full URL path.

After a manual sanitization process, we study the labels from different classification services for the resulting 24,825 advertisement and tracking-related domains and manually extract the resulting labels semantically related to advertising and tracking applications (e.g., Web Marketing or Advertisement).

Table 4.6 (two leftmost columns) shows that none of these services are able to correctly label most domains as tracking or advertising. Forcepoint presents the highest accuracy, which is barely higher than 15%, at the cost of sacrificing

---

5 Both used by the anti-tracking solutions AdBlock and AdBlock Plus [101, 102].
6 e.g., they would not block the bbc.co.uk webpage, but they would block any URL from this domain which contains the tracker.js file [222].
coverage (51.6%). While McAfee and FortiGuard have a higher coverage, they classify fewer than 10% of the domains as trackers.

Most of the errors arise from tracking- or advertising-specific subdomains. For instance, all providers classify airpushmarketing.s3.amazonaws.com and tracking.eurosports.com using labels related to hosting/CDNs and news/media/sports, respectively.

**Identifying adult content.** We rely on two resources to gather domains related to adult content [140]. First, we rely on a manually labeled and sanitized list of pornographic websites we use on the Chapter 3. Additionally, we compose a list of gambling sites extracted from three government websites [223, 224, 225]. By combining these two sources, we compile a manually vetted list of 3,519 domains related to web services typically considered as “adult content”.

The results (Table 4.6, middle columns) show that 5 services do a good job at identifying and correctly labeling webpages that host adult content: OpenDNS, McAfee, FortiGuard, Forcepoint and Dr.Web. Yet, there are substantial differences across services. Alexa, Trend Micro and Websense do not provide a label for the majority of the websites analyzed. Therefore, this case study also demonstrates that the choice of one provider above another can have severe implications in the number of domains classified as adult content. We also examine which other labels are usually assigned to adult content domains, finding a high correlation with those related to video sharing and streaming media. These labels are, in most cases, technically correct but they do not allow to identify these domains as pornographic. We also see that some services assign labels that imply maliciousness of adult domains (e.g., malicious, spam, or not recommended).

**CDN and hosting provider related domains.** Content delivery networks (CDNs) remain the dominant means for serving popular content and represent Internet infrastructure. While most domain classification services (e.g., McAfee and FortiGuard) contain labels referring to CDNs or hosting providers, the content classification is often mixed with an infrastructure classification. As an example, one service can classify a CDN-hosted site as content delivery network while another derives a label from the site’s content (e.g., news or personal blog).

In order to measure differences in the classification strategies of different services, we select those domains in our dataset that are related to CDNs and hosting services. To do so, we pattern match the CNAME record of all domains against more than 80 CDN signatures from WebPageTest [226]. In total, we obtain a corpus of 2,858 domains, for which we compare the coverage across domain classification services. Table 4.6 (rightmost columns) shows that only McAfee and FortiGuard provide a label for the majority of these domains. Both services classify these domains based on their function rather than on their content (e.g., Internet Services, information technology, and content services).

For the other services, the coverage is so low that it is difficult to discover a trend in the labels. Yet, it is still possible to find examples of labels related to the actual content of webpages hosted on these services (e.g., News, Adult content, or Business) as well as to the type of service provided. None of these classification strategies are right or wrong, but the choice of service translates in differences in terms of coverage and labels for CDN and hosting provider related domains.
**Takeaway:** For specialized use cases, the choice of one domain classification service over another can significantly impact the accuracy of academic studies and the effectiveness of solutions relying on them.

### 4.7 Discussion

In this section, we extract actionable insights from our empirical results, discuss best practices for using domain classification services, and propose various solutions as future work to overcome their limitations.

**Dealing with insufficient accuracy.** The key observations of our study are that i) coverage varies substantially between services (Section 4.4.2) and ii) the classification accuracy is marred by inconsistent taxonomies (Section 4.4.3) and low agreement among providers (Section 4.4.4). These inherent limitations set a high barrier for their effectiveness in real-world applications as well as their usage in research.

For highly targeted use cases, general-purpose classification services may fall short. For example, as shown in our case studies (Section 4.6), the choice of service impacts the number of correctly identified adult domains. It may therefore be necessary to either search or develop curated and manually labeled domain-specific lists. Furthermore, end users and researchers should carefully consider the implications of errors. In applications like content filtering, errors can lead to inappropriately restricting access to legitimate resources (‘overblocking’) or, conversely, allowing access to undesirable resources (‘underblocking’)[227, 228]. For example, aggressive adult content filters could block sexual health information [229] or, as in the recent case of Cloudflare’s DNS resolver, LGBTQIA+ sites [230]. In the academic domain, researchers can also take into account how important classification is to their studies, e.g., using domain categories to provide context for a minor result vs. generating the list of domains on which they base their whole study. There are a few documented cases in which authors preferred their own classification over those of commercial services due to concerns regarding their accuracy and coverage [37, 169, 36, 95, 153].

**Dealing with biases.** Coverage and accuracy suffer from selection and interpretive biases respectively. Service purpose determines which and how domains are classified: a filtering service may better cover and differentiate malicious domains, while marketing- or discovery-oriented services may provide a more fine-grained label for popular sites. How labels are sourced also introduces biases. For automated solutions, these stem from deficiencies in the training sets for machine learning algorithms. In a manual classification process, these are induced by maintainability challenges as well as human interpretation (Section 4.5). There are cases where using a domain classification service can produce sound results. Yet, researchers should gain a proper understanding of potential biases in their chosen services to assess the limitations of applying them in specific domains, e.g., by consulting the documentation. To empirically gauge the coverage and accuracy of the used service specifically for their studied domains, researchers can additionally manually inspect random subsets to
determine whether the labeling is of sufficient quality to make its usage appropriate.

**Dealing with inconsistencies.** When using domain classification services, results must be interpreted and reported with care, to avoid introducing errors due to inconsistencies. Domain classification services exhibit varying characteristics, e.g., whether they provide multiple labels, label subdomains differently, or regularly update labels (Section 4.3). Moreover, they may behave unexpectedly, such as by deviating from their documented taxonomies (Section 4.4.3). Users should therefore verify the output of the services, e.g., by analyzing aggregate statistics or a randomly selected sample. Furthermore, the specific applications of services affect their taxonomies. The granularity and exact meaning of a label (even if it is syntactically the same) thus largely differs between services and directly impacts the effectiveness of any application or the results of any study. Studies based on domain classification should thus examine the labeling taxonomy in detail and report the meaning of the selected labels to prevent wrong or incomplete conclusions.

**Aggregation of multiple domain classifiers.** Many websites are complex entities: it is hard to reduce them into a single label. Researchers might be tempted to overcome the limitations of individual domain classifiers—both in terms of coverage as well as label accuracy—by combining the output of multiple services in a single analysis pipeline. While this might be useful in some scenarios (e.g., threat intelligence aggregators such as VirusTotal), we identify multiple challenges that rule out simplistic aggregation strategies:

1. If the goal is to improve overall coverage, aggregating various classifiers might not necessarily achieve this purpose, as we showed in Section 4.4.2. The choice of classifiers should be informed by the size of the intersecting set. In addition, we found coverage to vary greatly depending on factors such as domain popularity or freshness.

2. Different classifiers might provide complementary perspectives on a domain’s nature, but the aggregation of their labels can be difficult since they come from different taxonomies with radically different purposes. Simply taking the union of the outputs might unnecessarily increase the constellation of labels and increase redundancy, since two services might use semantically-equivalent labels to reflect the same purpose or abstract concept. This could be aggravated by services developing multilingual taxonomies. Reconciling multiple taxonomies coherently might be cumbersome and difficult to scale, particularly if it must be done semantically.

3. Determining what is a discrepancy among classifiers and what is just a different perspective on the nature of a website could also be challenging. A site can simultaneously be labeled as *porn*, *streaming*, and *CDN* by three different providers. Understanding the focus, sensitivities, limitations, classification methods, and intended label usage of each classification service is an unavoidable step to properly contextualize and meaningfully aggregate their outputs.
Part IV

AUDITING PROFILING AND AD TARGETING ALGORITHMS.
The main advantage of online advertising compared to other mainstream advertising channels (TV, radio or newspapers) is its capacity to deliver personalized ads. The ad tech industry has developed a sophisticated tracking ecosystem to create accurate profiles of each user, including demographic characteristics (e.g., gender and age), location information (e.g., home town or current location), and interests (e.g., cars, sports, food & beverage, etc.). Then, advertisers can configure advertising campaigns targeting users with particular characteristics. Targeted ads are meant to reach users whose inferred profiles meet the definition of the targeted audience.

Therefore, the performance of advertising campaigns depends on the capacity of the online advertising ecosystem to properly infer users’ profiles. Inaccurate profiling algorithms may lead to severe damage to advertisers: 1) wasting advertising budget on users that are unlikely interested in their products or services; 2) annoying users with irrelevant ads, which may contribute to increasing the use of ad blocking software [231, 232]. A second important aspect related to users’ profiling is its implications in the context of citizens’ data protection and privacy. This has led to the development of new regulatory frameworks in the area of data protection, like the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [1], the future ePrivacy regulation [30] and the California’s Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [2].

Despite the obvious importance of the accuracy of profiling algorithms for advertisers and users alike, the conventional wisdom from researchers, practitioners, and public institutions, which focus on the presence of tracking mechanisms [95, 24, 233, 13], and the regulatory compliance of such services, seems to assume that profiling algorithms used in online advertising perform well, and thus the created profiles are fairly accurate. Indeed, there is just a previous work by Bashir et al. [172] addressing this problem.

In this work, we propose a pioneering analysis on the accuracy of profiling algorithms in online advertising and their impact on the performance of ad targeting algorithms. We focus our work on analyzing Google and Facebook (FB), the two most important companies in the online advertising sector, accounting together with ~54% of its market share [234].

In particular, we aim to answering the following questions:

• How accurate are the users’ profiles constructed by Facebook and Google?

• How accurate are the targeted ads delivered by Facebook and Google’s ad campaigns?

• What is the answer to the previous questions for the case of sensitive and socio-demographic data?
To this end, we build a measurement methodology that leverages a chromium browser add-on extension, available for Chrome, Brave, and Edge. Our browser extension collects the user’s profile information for Facebook and Google periodically from the transparency tools that both platforms offer [235, 236]. In addition, the extension allows users to fill a survey in which they can rank each of the attributes obtained from their profile on a scoring scale from 1 (very inaccurate) to 5 (very accurate). Finally, the browser add-on extension collects all the ads shown to the user by Google and Facebook in the browser instance where the add-on is installed, as well as the explanations offered by Google and Facebook of why the user has received each ad [237, 238]. Our browser extension has been installed by 62 users, who have provided 6,400 responses about their Facebook and Google profiles. Moreover, we have collected 193,842 ads delivered by Google and Facebook to these users.

By processing the collected information, we can address the questions presented above. To this end, we compute two metrics: 1) Profiling Accuracy defined as the distribution of scores (between 1 and 5) given by the users to their profile attributes, which allows analyzing the accuracy of users’ profiles; 2) Targeting Accuracy defined as the distribution of scores (between 1 and 5) assigned by users to the targeted attributes associated to the received ads. This metric serves to assess the performance of ad targeting algorithms from Facebook and Google. Finally, 3) we compute these two metrics for those attributes that we manually classify as socio-demographic or potentially sensitive, to study the accuracy aspects related to profiles’ socio-demographic and sensitive attributes. The analysis of our dataset reveals the following main findings:

1. Google and Facebook offer a poor Profiling Accuracy. In particular, 50% and 47% of the user attribute on Facebook and Google profiles, respectively, are not accurate, according to the users’ scores (i.e., these interests are assigned a score of 1 or 2). On the other hand, just approximately 1/3 of the attributes in both Facebook and Google receive a score of 4 or 5 and thus can be considered accurate. This result raises serious concerns about the accuracy of profiling algorithms.

2. Google shows a similar distribution for the Profiling Accuracy and Targeting Accuracy, indicating a poor performance of both profiling and ad targeting algorithms. Instead, Facebook presents a significantly better Targeting Accuracy (over 51% of targeted ads include categories with scores 4 or 5) compared to Google.

3. We observed that 55% and 87% of Facebook and Google users in our dataset present sensitive attributes in their profiles, respectively. In particular, our data indicates that Facebook assigns, on average, 11 sensitive attributes to users, compared to just 2 in the case of Google. Further, we saw that Facebook assigns incorrectly sensitive interests, particularly 42% of the responses on Facebook received a score of 1 (very inaccurate), while only 5% received a score of 5 (very accurate). This suggests that sensitive attributes are generally wrongly inferred by Facebook profiling algorithms.
5.1 BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide an overview of fundamental concepts needed to understand this chapter. We provide an overview of the tracking & profiling techniques, the ad delivery methods, and the ad transparency tools used by Google and Facebook.

5.1.1 User’s Profiling

Online advertising services have developed a sophisticated tracking ecosystem that allows them to record the online activity of users. The information captured from users gives them the capacity to create users’ profiles and distribute personalized ads. In this section, we describe how Google and Facebook create the profiles and highlighting the main differences between both platforms.

Google: The basic demographic information of Google users is typically self-reported by them when creating an account on Google. Indeed, during the creation of a Gmail account users are requested to provide their name and surname, birth date, and, optionally, their gender and their cell phone number. Additionally, Google tracks the activity of users in its proprietary platforms, operating systems, and services such as Google Search, Gmail, Google Maps, Youtube, Google Chrome, or the Android OS for mobile devices [239]. In addition to the tracking conducted in these venues, research works have revealed the presence of Google as a third-party in a large fraction of Internet websites and mobile Android apps [95, 24]. Finally, Google also tracks the activity of users in the real world by collecting users’ mobility patterns, and the locations visited, through the Android mobile OS or applications such as Google Maps. All this rich information serves as input data to Google’s profiling algorithms, which, based on it, infer the interests of users. In particular, Google uses a hierarchical taxonomy [240] that includes the categories assigned to users’ profiles. In addition to the self-reported data and the categories explicitly declared in its taxonomy, Google can infer additional socio-demographic and sensitive information about users. Indeed, a legal complaint has been filed in Europe for possible massive leakage of sensitive data associated with Google’s audience taxonomies [241].

Facebook: The main sources of data for Facebook are its social media platforms, Facebook, Messenger, and Instagram among others. As in the case of Google, the basic demographic information available for profiling algorithms is self-declared by the user. During the registration process on Facebook, the user is required to report name and surname, mobile phone or email address, and birth date, while gender is an optional value (in the case of Instagram, less information is required). Additionally, Facebook tracks the activity of users in these platforms, e.g., posts they create, posts they like or click, comments, followed groups or accounts, etc. Through the use of sophisticated Natural Language Processing algorithms and tagging systems, they can map the actions of users into indications of preferences or interests on certain topics [242]. Similar to Google, Facebook is also present in an important fraction (although smaller
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than Google) of websites and mobile apps, using third-party cookies installed on browsers and SDKs on mobile apps [95, 24]. Moreover, Facebook’s mobile app serves to track the location information of users to infer mobility patterns and visited places. Like Google, Facebook uses a predefined taxonomy of categories to assign attributes to users’ profiles and it also infers socio-demographic (e.g., the level of education) and sensitive (e.g., the sexual orientation [46]) information about users. The main difference between both platforms is that the Facebook taxonomy is very granular and includes millions of categories. A subset of the main categories of the Facebook taxonomy can be found in [243].

5.1.2 Ads delivery

Advertising platforms allow advertisers to configure targeted ad campaigns, which target users based on a pre-defined set of attributes. In this section, we explain the ad delivery processes considered in this paper for Google and Facebook.

Google: It has a predominant position in the online advertising ecosystem, which allows it to distribute ads through different channels. These span from its platforms (like Youtube), in which Google owns and manages all the ad spaces, to ad spaces in webpages and mobile apps owned by third parties, typically referred to as publishers. In the context of this paper, we analyze the operation of Google to serve ads in the latter case. Publishers owning a web page or a mobile app offer ad spaces, which typically are handled by a third party. Indeed, Google is the company responsible for handling a major portion of publisher-owned ad spaces in websites and mobile apps. Let us explain the ad delivery process with a simple example for the case of a webpage (note that the case of mobile apps is similar). When a user visits a webpage, the ad space (typically embedded in an iFrame) sends a request to the entity handling it, Google in our case. Google compiles all the possible information about the ad space: 1) information of the space itself (size, allowed type of ad, position in the page, etc.); 2) information about the browser, operating system, and type of device (mobile vs. fixed); 3) information about the user visiting the website, i.e., the user’s profile. At this point, Google looks for an advertising campaign whose audience matches the user’s profile, from among the advertisers configuring their campaigns on Google’s advertising platform. Typically, there is more than one campaign matching the offered profile. Then, Google runs an auction process to choose the ad campaign whose ad will be delivered.

Facebook: The Facebook advertising ecosystem operates as a walled-garden, in which ads are delivered via the social media platforms owned by Facebook: like Facebook itself or Instagram. Note that a minor part of Facebook’s advertising business is dedicated to delivering ads in third-party venues (mobile apps or webpages). In the context of this paper, we only focus on the ads delivered in the Facebook social network. We discard Instagram since it is mainly used through the mobile app. Furthermore, after a manual validation, we observed that the browser version of Instagram hardly offers any ads. When users open the Facebook app in their mobile phone or web browser, they find two types of
ads: i) ads that appear as a post on the main wall, identified as “Sponsored”, and ii) ads on the right upper corner of the screen, under the “Sponsored” tag (only available in the web version). Each of these spaces is treated as an ad space. Similar to the case of Google, when a user opens their Facebook account and ad space is loaded, Facebook collects the profile information of the user and seeks an ad campaign that matches the user’s profile. Usually, several campaigns would be targeting the user’s profile, and thus an auction process is run by the Facebook advertising platform to select the ad campaign whose ad will be delivered into the ad space.

5.1.3 Transparency Tools

The controversial cases about the use of privacy-invasive practices used by online advertising platforms have put the focus on big tech firms, especially on Facebook and Google. As a consequence, these tech firms have reacted by offering Transparency Tools. There exist two types of such tools: Ad Preference Managers, which allow users to control and verify the data assigned to their profiles, and Ad Transparency Tools which inform users about the targeting parameters associated with the ads delivered to them.

5.1.3.1 Ad Preference Managers

An ad preference manager allows users to access their profiles in an advertising platform and modify them at their will, removing interests and socio-demographic attributes.

The ad preference managers of Google and Facebook are referred to as Ad Settings [235] and Facebook Ad Preferences [236], respectively.

5.1.3.2 Ads Transparency Tools

These services provide users with an explanation of why the user has received a specific ad. The Ads Transparency tools of Facebook and Google are referred to as Why Am I seeing this Ad? [238] and About Ad [237], respectively.

Facebook's Why Am I seeing this Ad?: This tool provides a very detailed explanation associated with each ad received by a user. In particular, it offers the complete list of attributes of the targeted ad campaign associated with the ad. By cross-checking the attributes of the user’s profile and the attributes of the targeted ad, users can easily infer the specific attributes for which they have been targeted.

It is important to highlight that Facebook uses the same set of categories for the users’ profiles and the targeting options an advertiser can configure in its ad campaigns.

Google’s About Ad: This tool provides significantly less detailed information about the reasons why a user has received an ad compared to Facebook’s tool. Google uses a set of 26 pre-defined high-level reasons in the About Ad tool. Table 5.1 shows them. The explanation offered by Google for a targeted ad is formed by a combination of one or more of these 26 pre-defined reasons.
Table 5.1: Google’s About Ad explanations, ranked by the number of ads in which each of them appears.

We have manually identified which of them (16) may be related to information available in the end user’s profile and marked them in Table 5.1 (column “User’s Profile”). Overall, these reasons are very generic, and thus they do not provide a sufficient level of detail to know the actual targeting attributes used by the advertiser.

5.2 METHODOLOGY

We implemented our methodology to analyze the accuracy of online profiles and the performance of the ad targeting algorithms. This methodology consists of several steps that we describe in the following sections:

5.2.1 Add-on implementation

The first challenge to conduct this study is to obtain data from real users, including the attributes associated with profiles and the ads received. To address this challenge, we have implemented a browser add-on extension that operates in any chromium-based browser, including Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge, and Brave. The extension collects the following information:

Collection of end users’ profile information: One of the main goals of our add-on is to collect the attributes of users’ profiles from their Google and Facebook accounts. When the user installs the add-on, it detects whether the user is logged into Facebook and Google. If the user is not logged, the add-on shows a pop-up asking the user to do so.
Then, the add-on connects to Google’s Ad Setting webpage [235] and Facebook Ad Preference webpage [236] (in the background) from where it collects the profiles attributes scrapping the HTML. The add-on repeats the process of collecting the attributes from profiles every 20 minutes without needing any user intervention. For the cases where the user does not have a Google or a Facebook account (or both) or prefers not to log in, the add-on does not collect the attributes from the user’s account(s).

Survey: Once the add-on collects the user’s attributes from the Google and Facebook accounts for the first time, it displays a survey with up to 100 attributes, selecting randomly 50 of them from each platform, without informing the user about their source, so they can not know if it comes from their Google or Facebook profiles. In this survey, the users are requested to rank each attribute on a scale from 1 (very inaccurate) to 5 (very accurate). The gender and age group attributes (obtained from the user’s Google account) are always presented in the survey to be classified based on a binary decision (correct or incorrect) instead of a rank. When the user finishes the classification of the initial 100 attributes, the add-on requests the user to continue with the classification process by clicking on the add-on icon. If the user voluntarily decides to do so, the add-on shows a new list of up to 100 attributes. After each click on the icon, the add-on will display a new list until there are no more attributes to classify. We decided to use this threshold of 100 attributes because it represents a task that can be solved in less than 3 minutes, and represents a minor effort to users that can perform the task without losing focus on it.

Collection of ads: Our add-on is instrumented to identify the presence of Google ads in general websites and Facebook ads in its social network. The add-on collects the following relevant information from each ad: the ad’s landing page, the advertising company that distributes the ad, and the ad explanation from Facebook and Google’s ad transparency tools. Ads are embedded differently on general websites and the Facebook social network so the add-on implements a different technique for each case.

General Websites: Ads are typically embedded in iFrames [71] inside the HTML of websites. To obtain the ads and all the information associated with them, the add-on follows these steps. First, it discards all iFrames with a size smaller than 20x20 pixels, since they are not big enough for placing ads. Then, for the rest of the iFrames, the add-on searches for all the links (URLs) embedded in the iframe, mostly from the HTML tag a. From all the links, the add-on selects those whose Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) belong to an Alphabet company (Google parental company), e.g., doubleclick.org. We obtain the list of Alphabet-related companies from the EasyList blocklist [84]. Finally, the add-on retrieves the landing page by searching for specific keywords (clk= on the URL) on the ad’s URL. It also retrieves the ad explanation if there is a link starting with https://adssettings.google.com/whythisad? associated with the ad.

Facebook Social Network: On Facebook, the ads appear as posts on the user’s wall. The add-on inspects the requests generated by Facebook while the user is using the social network, selecting only those that contain the path api/graphql
in the URL. These requests contain information about the ads received by the user. To retrieve the advertising company and the ad explanation associated with the ad, the add-on identifies the ad id from the referred request. Then, it generates a new request including the ad id and relevant information about the ad to a specific URL\(^1\), obtaining the advertising company and the explanation information of the ad in the response message.

We run a manual experiment to validate the performance of our add-on to collect ads on general websites and Facebook. For the case of websites, we visit 4 times eight popular weather websites\(^2\) that embed a large number of ads from Google. The add-on was able to identify 88% of the ads shown by Google on these pages, over a total of 74 unique ads. For the case of Facebook, we logged to Facebook with the account of one of the authors and navigated through the Facebook newsfeed to guarantee that several ads appeared on the wall. As in the previous case, we repeated the process 4 times, obtaining 80% of the ads shown on the wall.

5.2.2 Data processing

Once we implemented and users install the extension on their browsers, we start to collecting the data described in the previous section (see Section 5.2). This data is processes following the the

**Attributes Classification:** The attributes that appear on the users’ profiles can reveal different information about them. Hence, we classified the attributes into three main groups: general interests, sensitive attributes, and socio-demographic attributes. We conducted this classification manually according to the following definitions. First, we identify as sensitive attributes those that match with the definition of sensitive interests provided by the EU GDPR in its Article 9\(^4\). These attributes may reveal information related to the racial or ethnic origin of the users, their political opinions, their religion or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership, and their sex life or sexual orientation. Second, we classify as socio-demographic attributes those that reveal social and demographic aspects of the users. These include basic demographic information (gender and age) as well as other characteristics such as the educational level (e.g., Bachelor’s Degree), the home-ownership status (e.g., Renters), the parental status (e.g., Parents of Infants), the marital status (e.g., Married), and the work status (e.g., Job Industry: Healthcare Industry) of the users. Finally, we consider as general interests any other attribute that does not match the above definitions.

**Attributes popularity:** The Facebook Marketing API offers the Monthly Active Users (MAU) and Daily Active Users (DAU) associated with each attribute used by Facebook to profile users. In essence, MAU and DAU are proxy metrics to the number of users that have been assigned a given attribute by the Facebook profiling algorithm. For every Facebook attribute in our dataset, we collect the

---

1. [https://m.facebook.com/nt/screen/?params=<Ad_Attributes>](https://m.facebook.com/nt/screen/?params=<Ad_Attributes>)  
2. weather.com, wunderground.com, accuweather.com, meteoblue.com, windfinder.com, foreca.com, weatherspark.com, and theweathernetwork.com
estimated worldwide MAU. Unfortunately, Google does not offer information about the popularity of individual attributes.

**Profile and ads’ attributes mapping:** One of our goals is to assess the accuracy of ad targeting algorithms, *i.e.*, are ad campaigns reaching users interested in their targeted attributes? To this end, we map the targeting attributes used by ads with those attributes ranked by the users in the survey. We next explain how we conduct this mapping of profile and ads’ attributes on Facebook and Google.

**Facebook:** The explanation provided by Facebook’s, *Why Am I seeing this ad?* for each ad includes a detailed list of attributes used to target users by the associated ad campaign. In addition, Facebook defines a unique dictionary of attributes for users’ profiles and for defining targeted ad campaigns. Therefore, there is no need to implement any mapping function. Indeed, it is straightforward to check if an attribute in a targeted ad is present in the targeted user’s profile and, if so, what is the score assigned by the user to such attribute through the survey response.

**Google:** Google’s ad explanation is rather poor and does not provide information about the specific attributes used to target a user. Therefore, we have to define a methodology to first infer the targeting attributes associated with an ad and then map the inferred attributes to the user’s profile attributes. To assign targeting attributes to an ad, we follow the methodology described in previous works [75]. We identify the landing page of the ad and extract the categories of the landing page using a domain classification service. We decided to use Webshrinker [145], a marketing-oriented domain classification service, which provides labels from the IAB taxonomy [147]. We use Webshrinker as there is not any specific service using Google’s taxonomy of categories. IAB [3] is an advertising organization responsible for developing some of the most relevant industry standards and its taxonomy is largely used in online advertising. This process allows us to obtain the ad’s targeting attributes. Note that Webshrinker also offers high coverage, defined as the number of websites for which it provides a meaningful category. We based our decision on the analysis of domain classification services presented on Chapter 4.

To proceed to the mapping of user’s profile attributes and ads’ attributes, we manually mapped every attribute of Google’s profiles in our dataset to its corresponding category in the IAB taxonomy. At this point, we can check if an ad’s targeting attribute is present in the targeted end user’s profile. If so, we can retrieve the score the user provided to that attribute in a survey answer.

### 5.2.3 Metrics

Our goal is twofold. First, we want to assess the accuracy of users’ profiles generated by Google and Facebook. To this end, we have defined the Profile Accuracy metric as the distribution of scores (on the scale of 1 to 5) given by users to their profile attributes through the survey functionality of our add-on. Second, we want to analyze the actual accuracy of targeted ads by checking if
the users’ receiving an ad are interested in the targeted attribute by such ad. We have defined the Targeting Accuracy metric for this purpose as the distribution of scores (on the scale of 1 to 5) of attributes of targeted ads. Note that to compute the targeting accuracy we leverage the mapping of profile’s attributes and ads’ attributes described above.

5.3 DATASET

Before getting into details of the results obtained, we describe the dataset collected with our browser ad-on and processed with the methodology described in the previous section. We summarizes on Table 5.3 the main statistics of the total number of users who installed the add-on and the total number of interests collected and ranked by the users. Table 5.2 summarizes the ads obtained from general websites (Google) and Facebook.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Ads</th>
<th>Explanations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Unique Websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>52,721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>141,121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>193,842</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Description of the dataset. Number ads obtained from General websites (Google) and Facebook.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Interests</th>
<th>Survey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1,581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>4,311</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Description of the dataset. Number users and Interests obtained form the profiles and ranked by the users.

**Users:** Our add-on was installed by 62 users. From 47 of them, we collected data from both Facebook and Google. Moreover, 4 and 11 users only provided data about Facebook or Google, respectively. This paper reports results based on more than 8 months of data collection, from the 1st of January 2021 to the 14th of September 2021. We could collect the profile attributes of all the users. However, not all the users contributed with survey responses or ads to our dataset. In particular, from 92% of users who provided survey responses the add-on collected ads from 80% of them. The ages of the users in our dataset range from 18 to 64. However, our dataset presents a clear bias in terms of gender, since 90% of the users who reported their gender through the survey indicated they are men. While the number of users may seem small, the multiplicative effect of the information collected from these users provides us with sufficient data
to reveal some relevant insights. Each user in our dataset provides on average
344 profile attributes assigned by Google and Facebook. Moreover, we have col-
lected 2,409 unique interest ranked in the survey (164 interests on average per
user) and more than 3,100 ads on average per user. Of course, despite this mul-
tiplicative effect, we are cautious and do not claim that the obtained results can
be generalized to the whole of Google or Facebook’s user base.

**Profile Attributes:** We have collected a total of 1,581 and 2,849 unique pro-
file attributes on Google and Facebook, respectively. The unique number of at-
tributes obtained is larger for Facebook compared to Google because users are
assigned a larger number of attributes in their Facebook profile (245 attributes
per user profile on average) than on Google (230 attributes per user profile on
average). This is consistent with previous research results [172].

Let us explore the statistics of our dataset concerning the different types of
attributes defined in Section 5.2.2 (general interests, sensitive attributes, and
socio-demographic attributes). As expected the large majority of attributes cor-
respond to users’ interests. We observe that just 4.7% and 0.2% of attributes
correspond to socio-demographic properties on Google and Facebook, respec-
tively. On the other hand, only 7 attributes are classified as potentially sensitive
in the case of Google. However, 87% of Google users in our dataset have at least
one of these attributes assigned to their profile. In the case of Facebook, we clas-
sify 126 attributes as potentially sensitive, which have been assigned to 55%
of Facebook users in our dataset. Specifically, each user is tagged on average
with 11 potentially sensitive attributes. Finally, table 5.4 shows the number of
sensitive attributes assigned by Facebook to users in our dataset across GDPR
categories. We observed 131 different sensitive interests in total [244].

**Survey responses:** The users of our add-on provided 6,400 survey answers
that assigned scores to 2,409 unique attributes. In particular, we obtained 3,256

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th># Interests</th>
<th>Category Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Left-wing politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Wellness (alternative medicine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Philosophical Beliefs</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Fanatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Religious</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Judaism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnic</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hispanic american culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trade Union</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Trade association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sexual</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Homosexuality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trade Union</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Labor &amp; Employment Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Philosophical Beliefs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Charity &amp; Philanthropy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Number of potentially sensitive attributes identified in our dataset for Facebook and Google per GDPR’s sensitive category.
(3,144) responses providing a score to 823 (1,644) unique attributes on Google (Facebook).

**Ads:** We collected 141,121 ad impressions associated to 5,047 unique ads shown to the Facebook users in our dataset. In particular, (on average) 3,814 ad impressions were shown to each Facebook user. In the case of Google, we collected 52,721 ad impressions from 20,074 ads. These ads were collected across 1,005 websites and the average number of ad impressions per user was 1,701.

### 5.4 Results

In this section, we leverage the described methodology and dataset to compute the Profiling Accuracy and Targeting Accuracy introduced in Section 5.2. In particular, we separately discuss the results on Profiling Accuracy, and Targeting Accuracy for the different categories in which we have classified the users’ attributes: general interests, sensitive attributes, and socio-demographic attributes. Moreover, we separately present the results obtained for Facebook and Google, and after this, we add a comparative discussion of the two platforms.

#### 5.4.1 Profiling Accuracy

Proper performance of profiling algorithms would lead to accurate profiles and thus the Profiling Accuracy resulting from the users’ scores should be biased towards high values (4 and 5). Instead, a poor performance would lead to a bias of Profiling Accuracy towards low scores (1 and 2).

##### 5.4.1.1 General Interests

**Google:** Google’s profiling algorithm shows poor performance. Over 47% of the survey responses correspond to scores 1 and 2. Indeed, 27% of the responses are a 1, being this the most frequent score among the collected survey responses. Instead, less than 14% of the responses correspond to a score of 5, which is the least frequent score.

**Facebook:** Almost 50% of responses correspond to score values of 1 or 2, from which a majority (34%) is 1. The score value 5 is again the least frequent with less than 14% of survey responses by users. This indicates an even poorer performance of Facebook’s profiling algorithm compared to Google’s one. We now factor in the popularity of general interests in our analysis of the Profiling Accuracy. Our initial hypothesis is that popular interests (e.g., Football, L.A. Lakers, Paris, etc.) are easier to infer since there are more and stronger digital footprints associated with them compared to unpopular interests (e.g., Heidelberg University, Caribbean cuisine, etc.) with a weaker digital footprint. To assess the correctness of our hypothesis, we have computed the popularity of each Facebook general interest in our dataset as its worldwide Monthly Active Users (MAU) reported by the Facebook Marketing API.\(^3\) Figure 5.2a presents the distribution

\(^3\) Note this analysis could not be conducted for Google since Google does not report the popularity of general interests in their platform.
of the popularity of interests ranked with scores 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in the form of a box plot. The Y-axis scale reports billions of users worldwide. We observe a clear correlation between the ranking and the popularity, the median popularity of interests ranked with scores (1,2,3,4,5) are (95M, 117M, 131M, 183M, and 225M). This indicates a popularity 2.3 times higher for interests ranked with 5 compared to interests ranked with 1.

Figure 5.1 shows the Profiling Accuracy for the general interests scored by the users of our browser add-on. Each bar represents the percentage of survey responses associated with each of the 5 values in our ranking for Google (Orange bar) and Facebook (Blue bar).

5.4.1.2 Socio-demographic and sensitive attributes

In this section, we analyze the Profiling Accuracy for socio-demographic and sensitive attributes.

Google: Table 5.5 shows the distribution of survey responses across the 5 scores of our rank for each one of the socio-demographic categories defined in our classification process. For the case of gender and age group, users use a binary decision.

Due to the specificity of this type of profile’s items, we can observe that the responses tend to offer a more binary result, with a major concentration of
responses in the extreme scores 1 and 5, i.e., the profile attribute has been either wrongly or correctly assigned to the user. The results indicate that the Google profiling algorithm seems to offer better performance for socio-demographic attributes than for general interests. Indeed more than 50% of the responses correspond to scores 4 or 5 for every category, except for Work that seems to be the hardest one to profile. Finally, we observe that Google tends to assign age and gender correctly. Only 10% and 3% of the users have reported an incorrectly assigned gender and age, respectively. The high accuracy of these two profile items is because they are self-reported by users when they create the accounts.

On the other hand, the 4 sensitive attributes identified in our dataset have been ranked by at least one user of our browser add-on. From all surveys responses associated to sensitive attributes (9%, 13%, 13%, 30%, 35%) are associated to scores values (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) as shown in Figure 5.2b. We conclude that potentially sensitive attributes seems to be more accurately profiled than general interests.

Facebook: Figure 5.2b shows the Profiling Accuracy for the potentially sensitive interests identified with our manual classification and reported in Table 5.4. The results indicate that, as corroborated by previous works [72] Facebook assigns potentially sensitive interests to their users. However, we report for the first time on the accuracy of such assignation. In particular 52% of the scores of sensitive interests in our dataset are 1 and 2, whereas only 26% correspond to 4s and 5s. This indicates the poor performance of the Facebook profiling algorithm on accurately inferring potentially sensitive interests. On the other hand, our dataset only includes 6 socio-demographic attributes from Facebook. Unfortunately, none of the users scored these attributes in the survey.

5.4.1.3 Comparison Google vs. Facebook

The main outcome of our analysis is that both Google and Facebook’s profiling algorithms have poor performance. Further relevant insights when we look to the obtained results are the following ones:

1) The distribution of survey responses across the top rank values (3 to 5) is almost identical in the case of Google and Facebook. The difference occurs in the low-rank values. Facebook presents roughly 10 percentage points more
responses in the rank value 1 than Google. If we consider carefully the results, we observe that users have on average a larger number of profile attributes on Facebook than on Google. Moreover, Facebook uses much more specific interests than Google in its profiles, which as shown by Figure 5.2a have a larger probability to fall in low-rank values. In summary, these findings suggest that the excedent of (specific and unpopular) profile attributes used by the Facebook profiling algorithm compared to Google seem to end up in the rank value 1. This would indicate that trying to overkill the inference of very specific attributes from users is very hard and leads to less accurate profiles.

2) Our analysis of sensitive interests reveals that Facebook uses in practice a significantly larger number (126) of sensitive interests than Google (7) to profile users. Moreover, our results show that both companies abuse the use of sensitive interests. Google and Facebook have assigned at least one potentially sensitive interest to 87% and 55% of the users in our dataset, respectively. Finally, the analysis of survey responses associated with sensitive interests on Facebook suggests that Facebook offers a poor performance assigning sensitive interests to users of our browser add-on. In conclusion, our results indicate that a major fraction of users expose potentially sensitive data to thousands of advertisers through their Google and Facebook profiles, that in many cases, based on the survey responses for Facebook, is inaccurate sensitive information.

5.4.2 Targeting Accuracy

The Targeting Accuracy is a proxy metric that evaluates whether targeted ad campaigns are reaching the right users and thus advertisers receive the service they are paying for. We have computed the Targeting Accuracy using the methodology described in Section 5.2. As in the previous subsection, we organize the presentation of results by first discussing separately them for Facebook and Google, to later introduce a comparative analysis.

5.4.2.1 General Interests

We now present the Targeting Accuracy results for the general interests.
Google: Figure 5.3 shows the Targeting Accuracy computed from Google’s ads in our dataset (red bars) using the ad targeting attributes to user’s profile attributes matching technique described in Section 5.2. To give context to these results, the figure also shows the distribution of scores across those attributes ranked by users that are not used in targeted ads in our dataset (orange bars). We refer to these two types of attributes as targeted vs. non-targeted attributes, respectively. The obtained results provide, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the first evidence of the rather poor performance of Google’s targeted ad campaigns. Just 11% of the delivered ads target attributes that users have ranked received a 5 in our surveys, whereas, roughly 22% of the targeted attributes fall in each of the ranks 1 to 4. Based on these results, we conclude that just 1/3 of the ads target meaningful interests for users (e.g., their associated score is 4 or 5). If we compare the distribution of targeted vs. non-targeted attributes across scores, we observe that the overall fraction of meaningful interests (score values 4 or 5) is very similar for both targeted (32%) and non-targeted ads (35%). This seems to indicate that Google does not apply any specific verification algorithm to guarantee that targeted ads impact users that actually meet the targeting criteria of the ad campaign.

Facebook: Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of scores for targeted (i.e., the Targeting Accuracy, blue bars) vs. non-targeted interests (for context, cyan bars). The results show that Facebook’s ad targeting algorithms seem to be significantly more accurate than those used for profiling users. In particular, around 51% and 30% of targeted and non-targeted attributes are ranked with 4 or 5 by the participants, respectively. Instead, 23% of the targeted and 50% non-targeted attributes are ranked with 1 or 2. This provides initial evidence that Facebook has an internal classification algorithm able to rank the accuracy of users’ attributes so that the ones used in targeted ad campaigns tend to be those more meaningful for users. In addition, we computed the popularity of targeted and non-targeted attributes. We observe that the average worldwide MAU of targeted and non-targeted attributes is 343M and 135M, respectively. This highlights that the ad campaigns tend to use more popular attributes, and the use of attributes with a lower audience is less frequent. Despite this, and without a clear reason, Facebook seems to assign to users profile attributes infrequently used in targeted advertising campaigns.

5.4.2.2 Socio-demographic and Sensitive Attributes

In this subsection, we show the Targeting Accuracy results for sensitive and socio-demographic interests of the users.

Google: Due to the lack of details of the ad transparency tool of Google, we cannot identify if a targeted ad is using sensitive and socio-demographic data from the users’ profile. In addition, our normalization methodology is based on a domain classification service that leverages an IAB taxonomy that does not include sensitive and socio-demographic categories.

Facebook: We analyzed the presence of those users’ profile attributes classified as potentially sensitive in the list of interests provided by the Why Am I Seeing This Ad? for ads in our dataset. Our analysis reveals that 539 ads (24
unique ones) in our dataset use potentially sensitive interests to target users. These ads cover 4 of the 7 sensitive categories defined by the GDPR as shown in Table 5.3. In particular, \{443 ads (10 unique ones), 85 (4), 2 (1), 1 (1)\} are related to \{Health, Politics, Ethics, Trade Union\} categories, respectively. Of these sensitive interests used to deliver ads, 7 have been ranked in the survey by 6 different users, obtaining 14 responses. 3 responses were ranked with value 1, 1 with value 2, 8 with value 3, and finally 2 with value 4. This represents preliminary insights on the lack of accuracy to target people based on sensitive attributes on Facebook ads campaigns. Further experiments need to be conducted to achieve significant conclusions.

5.4.2.3 Comparison of Targeting Accuracy Google vs. Facebook

The main takeaway from our analysis is that Facebook presents a much better performance to target users with meaningful ads compared to Google. However, this opens a question on Facebook incentives to assign a large number of meaningless interests (i.e., ranked with a low value by participants) to users’ profiles. The second important outcome is that the Facebook transparency tool is significantly more transparent than Google’s. Taking advantage of the data gathered from the Facebook transparency tool we could confirm that advertisers indeed use fairly frequently sensitive interests to target users with Facebook advertising campaigns. The vagueness of Google’s transparency tool prevents us from conducting such type of analysis in the case of Google ads.
Part V

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this section, we discuss the measurements and actions we took to minimize the impact of our research work from a privacy point of view, complying with the existing legal frameworks and following ethical principles on research, putting particular emphasis on Chapters 3 and 5.

(i) It is essential to remark that the work presented in Chapters 3 does not involve human subjects. All the experiments were run automatically in a controlled environment using crawlers. The processes involving manual inspection were conducted by the members implicated in the work who gave their approval, aware of the possibility of having to see potentially uncomfortable and sensitive images in some cases. Also, before running any experiments using the VPNs, we contacted NordVPN and PrivateVPN to inform them about our research work to ensure we do not break their terms of use and do not harm real-user during the experiments. Furthermore, we do not interact with the consent notices displayed by the websites and do not surf beyond the landing page to avoid generating advertising revenues and accessing specific content. Also, we do not discard the presence of additional tracking mechanisms and services beyond the landing page, as previous research work has demonstrated [245]. Finally, before performing our data collection, we also defined a protocol to report any service distributing illegal pornographic content to the authorities in case this uncomfortable situation arose. Unfortunately, we found one service distributing such content while performing our sanitization process. We immediately reported the case to the national authorities.

(ii) The work presented in Chapter 5 involves collecting data from real users who voluntarily installed the add-on. Before we made the add-on extension public, we asked for approval from the Institutional Ethics Board (IRB) and Data Protection Officer (DPO) of IMDEA Networks Institute. Users provide explicit consent to be part of the study, following the principles of informed consent [246]. We inform them about the privacy risks they face, like disclosing sensitive attributes, before and after the installation. The add-on does not send any data to our server from the users who do not provide explicit consent. Also, the add-on does not collect any personal identifier. Instead, the add-on randomly creates a hexadecimal ID of 256 bytes after the installation to distinguish each user. This ID remains in the browser until it removes it, so all the users that remove and re-install the extension will have a different ID.
CONCLUSIONS

The fast growth of the web in size and diversity and the current trend of implementing new regulatory frameworks to limit the collection and processing of personal data required a continuous adaption of fundamental methodologies and technologies to audit and scrutinize web services. This dissertation wants to fill this gap by proposing new methods and measurements to increase the research community, policymakers, and regulators’ knowledge about the web ecosystem.

Privacy Analysis of the Web Porn Ecosystem. This need is even more notorious in the online porn ecosystem, which has been traditionally considered an obscure subsystem of the Internet. Nevertheless, the online porn industry is not different from regular web services: it has rapidly integrated advanced tracking technologies to monitor (and, in some cases, monetize) users. However, the third-parties services providing advertising and tracking services to online porn websites differ substantially from those operating on regular websites, even creating a parallel ecosystem concerning regular websites (Section 3.2.2). Moreover, the presence of porn-specific trackers might render many anti-tracking technologies based on blocklists insufficient, as 91% of the scripts implementing canvas fingerprinting do not appear on EasyList and EasyPrivacy lists.

Furthermore, we observe that several porn websites fail to implement common security mechanisms like the use of HTTPS, and basic transparency requirements such as privacy policies and cookie consent forms, even in those websites actively tracking users. Only the companies behind some of the most popular pornographic websites seem to make efforts to comply with current legislation, possibly fearing the high fines of new regulations like the GDPR. Besides data protection and users’ privacy, we demonstrated that the efforts made by the online porn industry to prevent children’s access to inappropriate content are not being widely deployed. While most countries do not have laws to prevent children from accessing pornographic material, the deployment of these mechanisms is rare even in jurisdictions that want to implement such laws, for instance, the UK.

Remarkably, this contribution opens up new avenues for other studies focused on measuring and characterizing the privacy risks of semi-decoupled and highly sensitive web subsystems (e.g., gambling and online health services) while also informing the public debate. Unfortunately, many of these services might fall between the cracks of public scrutiny and research efforts that aim at identifying web privacy problems from a macroscopic perspective.
An Analysis of Domain Classification Services. Domain classification services have applications in multiple areas, including cybersecurity, online advertising, and academic studies. However, despite their importance in research examinations and certain applications, no previous works have looked at their potential effects.

We find that commonly used domain classification services exhibit traits that affect their suitability. First, only a few services attain a sufficient coverage level to cover non-popular or non-base domains. Second, services may return multiple or undocumented labels, requiring careful data processing and manual validation. Breaking down multi-labeled classification may ease the label comparison between services and improve the interpretation of the results. However, it may also bias the results, overestimating the presence of labels that do not provide information about the real purpose of the service. Third, the large diversity in labels within and across services may harm their accurate and tractable interpretation. Efforts to combine labels from multiple services to achieve a higher agreement on label accuracy might be thwarted by labeling inconsistencies. Finally, the labeling updates may also impact accuracy and timeliness. Researchers should be aware of these phenomena and renew their dataset to reduce possible misclassifications, especially in treating malicious services. In summary, sound deployment and usage of domain classification services require a thorough understanding of the (desired) characteristics and resulting biases to select the most appropriate sources.

We also notice that choosing one domain classification service over another for specialized use cases can significantly impact the accuracy of the results and, consequently, affect academic studies and the effectiveness of solutions relying on them. Yet, we show that human-label services suffer from potential disagreements and could introduce biases. Moreover, labeling is a non-trivial job, as demonstrated by running a small-scale manual classification experiment.

Auditing Profiling and Ad Targeting Algorithms. We present a novel methodology (Chapter 5) to audit the performance of the profiling and ad targeting algorithms from Google and Facebook. Our results show a worrying poor performance of profiling algorithms from both Facebook and Google. We have seen how half of the interests assigned to the profiles by both platforms do not represent the users’ online behavior. This poor performance is especially worrying in the case of extensively used sensitive interests on Facebook, whereas previously observed, half of the sensitive ones are not correctly assigned. Regarding the ad targeting algorithms analysis, we see a difference between Google and Facebook. While for the first case, 47% of targeting attributes used to deliver ads are not representative, in the case of Facebook, we see a better ad targeting accuracy with 52% of the targeting attributes being very accurate of the users’ profile.

While we openly acknowledge the scale limitations of this study, our results provide initial evidence suggesting that Google should consider an in-depth review of its profiling and ad targeting algorithms. Instead, Facebook seems to have more accurate algorithms that we only applied for ad targeting purposes.
Finally, Facebook should seriously reconsider its frequent use of sensitive interests, given the experienced difficulty in correctly inferring these types of attributes.
FUTURE WORK

In the following section, we comment on the main research questions this dissertation has opened and which we plan to address in the near future. As previously, we organize this section based on each of the contributions presented in this dissertation.

Privacy Analysis of the Web Porn Ecosystem. The work presented in Chapter 3 analyzes basic aspects of GDPR compliance. This analysis could be extended, for instance, by analyzing the values of the cookies installed in the browser to investigate the prevalence of other tracking IDs. To extend the analysis of more complex aspects of GDPR compliance, we will need to develop methods to reduce human intervention and supervision, for example, in analyzing the content of privacy policies or the classification of cookie consent banners. Additionally, despite the UK’s Digital Economy Act was not implemented, new efforts are taking place in the UK to impose more restrictive legislation to limit access to minors to porn content. This legislation is included in the Online Safety Bill [54, 55], which is expected to be introduced in 2022. Similar efforts are taking place in European countries like France, where the authorities plan to restrict access to porn websites to minors [56, 57]. We plan to study how these legislative changes could affect porn websites and the suitability of the age verification mechanisms. Likewise, we would like to explore the privacy implications of those websites offering subscription plans by looking at the type of data they require to create the account and comparing the presence and amount of tracking services between the subscription plans and free ones.

An interesting aspect of studying and not addressed in this dissertation is characterizing cross-border data exchanges following the method and techniques reported by Iordanou et al. [247] and Razaghpanah et al. [95], or by performing a deeper investigation of the connections between online trackers, advertising services, and data brokers.

Finally, we have intentionally not studied aspects such as censorship of pornographic websites and the performance of anti-tracking technologies to protect users’ privacy, including safe-browsing modes and popular ad-blockers. We believe that analyzing the effectiveness of such tools longitudinally in specific ecosystems deserves a dedicated study on its own.

An Analysis of Domain Classification Services. We see how domain classification services’ characteristics can vary significantly and often tend to be unfavorable; we cannot quantify the quality of individual services due to a lack of comprehensive ground truth. We, therefore, avoid putting forward specific guidance on which services end users and researchers should prefer. Instead,
we provide directions for future work that would bring us closer to such an evaluation.

While we have been able to compare labels between services by analyzing their diversity, understanding their semantic agreement would require developing a new taxonomy to which all labels across all services need to be translated, similar to how AVClass [248] automatically annotates malware samples with one semantically-equivalent label generated from multiple antivirus labels. This translation could occur manually, which may be more accurate, but comes at a higher maintenance cost when taxonomies change, or additional service is to be integrated. Alternatively, this taxonomy development could be (partially) automated through methods such as label normalization, heuristics [249], determining related label pairs between services, or a semantic interpretation of existing labels through natural language processing. Anecdotally, we explored the latter method, but it generated a high false positive rate (e.g., web spam and web hosting could be reported as equivalent).

Beyond case studies, we do not broadly evaluate label correctness: even if all services agree on a label, it might still be wrong. An independently developed classifier can serve as a more trustworthy source of labels against which the labels from other services could be compared. The classifier would need to rely on state-of-the-art automated methods, including topic modeling [250] to cope with the large scale of the Internet. Potential sources of ground truth are human-developed directories such as DMOZ and Curlie (as used in previous work [251, 252, 253, 131]) or the categorization of pages on Wikipedia (idem [254]). While an automated model may not achieve perfect accuracy, its methods and performance can be disclosed transparently, improving the soundness of research that depends on it and enabling unbiased evaluation.

These steps could result in a classification service that researchers can rely upon to retrieve category labels obtained through a well-documented process and embedded in a vetted taxonomy. In addition, such a service could either translate the set of labels from existing third-party classification services into labels from a custom taxonomy or output the labels from a custom independent classifier. We consider both challenges to be exciting avenues for future work.

**Auditing Profiling and Ad Targeting Algorithms.** We developed and implemented a novel method to audit the accuracy of profiling and the ad targeting algorithms from Google and Facebook. However, some improvements in the methodology will allow us to overcome research questions that we have not been able to answer.

However, we first need to increase the representativeness of our dataset by boosting the number of active users. We are aware that the limited number of active users we currently have actively using the extension and their diversity in terms of age, or gender, might affect the results and bias the corresponding conclusions. To incentivize its installation and use, we plan to implement a Firefox version and add new functionalities, including the following ones:
• Inform users about the presence of sensitive categories obtained from their profiles and give them the capacity to remove them from their profiles through the extension.

• Provide the stats about the type of ads each user receives, including the information used to target them. This functionality lets users identify why they receive each advertisement in a friendly interface.

Once the new version is ready, we will recruit users from a crowdsourcing marketplace like Amazon Mechanical Turk platform [255]. However, we will need to restrict the access to users with a new account on Google and Facebook, as well as those having AdBlock extensions installed on the browser or even those using anti-tracking browsers like Brave [256]. The data provided by these new users might enrich our dataset, allowing us to extend the results and conclusions, like the analysis of potential biases regarding the gender, location, or educational levels of the users.
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